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I. INTRODUCTION 
When either a saturated or superheated vapor cones into 
contact with a cooled metal surface, it condenses on the sur­
face. Two modes of condensation are known; namely, filmwise, 
in which the vapor condenses as a continuous film on the 
metal surface, and dropwlse, in which the vapor condenses as 
drops in the form of segments of spheres. Dropwise condensa­
tion of steam is a comparatively recent problem to attract 
the interest of investigators in the field of heat transfer. 
There is considerable advantage in obtaining and preserving 
dropwise condensation, since it has been shown by a number of 
workers that in dropwise condensation much higher rates of 
heat transfer occur. 
In practical applications of condensation the condensed 
vapor is usually distributed over the cooling surface in a 
mixed manner. Some parts are dropwise and others, filmwise. 
Though the phenomenon of dropwise condensation is more 
desirable than filmwise condensation, the majority of past 
investigations on the subject of condensation has been mostly 
on filmwise condensation. Nusselt (47) derived theoretically 
the film coefficient of heat transfer of a pure saturated 
vapor and a cooled surface. Experimentally, filmwise conden­
sation is more stable and more easily obtained under a vari­
ety of surface conditions. On the other hand, the theory of 
2 
dropwise condensation has not been fully explored because of 
its complexity due to the combination of convective turbu­
lence within and heat conduction through the drops, each of 
which is governed by rather complicated laws « Experimental­
ly, dropwise condensation is unstable and difficult to main­
tain for long periods of time. In order to obtain dropwise 
condensation, some chemical compounds must be used either on 
the surface of the metal or in the vapor. 
Vertical steam heated tubes are employed in various 
evaporators, condensers and heaters. For large heat transfer 
rates, substantial economies in the cost and the weight of 
equipment may often be realized as a result of the higher 
film coefficient of heat transfer obtainable under dropwise 
condensation. However, most of the published data for ver­
tical tubes deal with short tubes. In many cases they were 
only a few inches high. The values of film coefficients of 
heat transfer reported by various investigators vary consid­
erably. Such data can not be used with confidence by the 
industrial designers of heat excharge equipment. 
The purpose of the present research is to investigate 
the mechanism of heat transfer by dropwise condensation. The 
aim of such study is to provide some contribution to the 
knowledge of the phenomenon of dropwise condensation. Par­
ticular attention is also given to the determination of local 
and average film coefficients of heat transfer for dropwise 
3 
condensation with a method of surface temperature measurement 
in which smoothness of the surface geometry is not destroyed. 
McAdams (40) showed values of heat transfer coefficients 
varying from 4,200 to 75,000 Btu hr~^"ft~2 °P~^. In view of 
the large variation among the experimental values, and the 
lack of correlation between theory and experiment, the need 
for further research is evident. 
c 
C 3 If. C O 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
° 
Schmidt, Schurig, and Sellschopp (55) in„Danzig suc­
ceeded in I93O in inducing dropwise condensation on a pol­
ished or chromium-plated copper plate, the rear side of which 
was cooled by a jet of water. They discovered that" the mean 
heat transfer coefficients, h#, were between 6,000 and 8,000 ° 
Btu hr~lft~2 °f~1, values which are much higher than those 
obtained with filmwise condensation.. The experiment was car­
ried out. with saturated steam condensing on the cooled sur­
face, and no promoter was used in "the experiment. In 1931 > 
Spoelstra (61) in Java investigated dropwise condensation 
with vertical copper and brass tubes about 1-meter long. The 
promoter used was an oily substance. Later Nagle and his co­
workers (45) at Massachusetts Institute of Technology carried 
.out research to determine the necessary conditions of a solid ° 
surface to induce dropwise condensation. They reported that 
dropwise condensation of steam was obtained only when the 
condensing surface was treated with a suitable promoter which 
prevented the condensate from wetting the surface, and ob­
tained a patent (44) for the use of promoters to induce drop-
wise condensation. -
In 1935, Nagle and Drew (46) used tubes of various met­
als of about 2-ft. long which had been treated with oleic 
acid, and reported 'mean heat transfer coefficients, 1%, 
&  o  
5 
varying between 11,000 and 17,000 Btu hr^ff2 °F~-1-. Values 
of 7,000 to 16,000 Btu hr~^"ft~2o°F~^ were reported by Fitz-
patrick and his co-workers (25) on a copper tube, 6.08-ft. 
long and 2.88-in. o.d., using benzyl mercaptan as a promoter 
on copper. They also used 10-ft. lengths of 5/8-in. o.d. No. 
18 gage condenser tubes of various metals. Fatty acid was 
used as a promoter. Low heat transfer coefficients varying 
from 1,170 to 4,180 Btu hr"^ft"2 °F~^ were reported. Five 
thermocouples were embedded along the length of the tube, but 
the consistency of the thermocouple readings was not men-
, tioned. The surface temperature of the tube was obtained by 
graphically averaging the readings of the five thermocouples 
with respect to tube length. These 10-ft. long tubes used 
in the experiment seemed to be the only investigation on 
dropwise condensation that employed heated lengths approach­
ing those used in actual industrial practice. The condensing 
steam was not filtered. 
However, Shea and Krase (58), also using unfiltered 
steam, obtained values of film coefficients of heat transfer 
varying from 7,000 to 75,000 Btu hr~^ft~2 0F"^. The cooling 
surface used was a vertical copper plate 0.25-in. thick, 5-
in. wide and 24-in. long. Area exposed to steam was 4 in. by 
23 in. They arrived at the conclusion that the heat transfer 
coefficients of dropwise condensation varied with lengths of 
condenser, steam velocity, and heat load. The effect of heat 
load is negligible, but the effect of steam velocity is that 
the heat transfer coefficients increase with increasing ve­
locity. A substantially constant increase in resistance per 
foot of added length of the condensing surface was found. 
Eucken (22) was the first, investigator to attempt an ex­
planation of dropwise condensation by studies of the behavior 
of molecule diffusion as a °driving force at the condensing 
surface. He derived by the kinetic theory of gases a heat, 
flux of 72(10^) Btu hr~^ft~2 would occur in the condensation 
of steam at atmospheric pressure if the probability is one 
that all "the molecules which strike the cooling surface were 
immediately condensed. This is 260 times more heat transfer 
than ever has been reported with dropwise condensation. If 
Eucken's derivation were correct, a maximum of about 0.k% of 
the steam molecules striking a cooled surface will be imme-o 
diately changed into liquid. Actually, this is in good 
agreement with results of evaporation experiments, in which 
1*5% of the escaping molecules will be converted immediately 
from liquid to vapor state at 12° C. At 100° C, only about 
0.6$ of the molecules would change phase. The reflection of« 
more than 99% of the molecules is in "agreement with other 
experiences with interfaces. 
In 1939, Snmons (21) proposed a different theory on' 
dropwise condensation, the so-called Baimon !s re-evaporation 
theory. He stated that the,vapor molecules which strike the 
7 
o  *  
cooling surface evaporate at the temperature of that surface 
and are therefore at a lower temperature than the saturated 
°  o  
o  °  °  
vapor. Therefore, according to Emmons the cooling surface is 
blanketed by the supersaturated vapor and condensation will 
proceed very rapidly. He thinks that by the rapid condensa­
tion a local reduction of pressure will occur. Therefore, 
turbulent eddy currents will be set up in the vapor between 
o  °  o  °  
the drops, which are responsible for,the very high heat 
transfer coefficients obtained in dropwise condensation. 
However, there is very little support in the literature for 
this theory. Adam (1) explained that the formation of drops 
on a surface is due to the effect of surface tension. It is 
oagreed that if the vapor molecules have greater affinity for 
each other than they have for the cooling surface, they 
gather as drops instead of spreading over the surface as in 
filmwise condensation. 
° 
„ „ Gnam (2%) was the first investigator to study the vacuum 
effect on dropwise condensation. He conducted tests of steam 
condensation under vacuum and reported a fall in the heat 
transfer coefficients of from 2*5,000 to 11,000 Btu hr^ff2 
°F~* as the vacuum went from 3 to 2k inches of mercury with a 
steam velocity across the surface of about 3 feet per second. 
He also reported a change in film coefficients of from 26,000 
to 22,000 Btu hr""^ft~2 °F~^ with 3 inches of mercury vacuum, 
as the steam velocity changed from 6.7 to 0.8 feet per second. 
A similar change was also noticed at higher vacuum. However, 
some investigators doubted the accuracy of his steam-side 
o  
temperature differences. 
o  
o Recent investigation of rather comprehensive nature was 
that ofoFatica and Katz (23) at the University of Michigan. 
The mechanism of dropwise condensation was studied including 
the measurement of contact angles between the water droplets 
and polished surface. Pictures were ta&en of the condensing 
surface area, and it was found that the ratio between areas 
covered by drops arid bare areas are 0.45 to 0.55* The crit­
ical drop size depends upon the angle of inclination of the 
surface, the contact angles, the surface tension of the liq­
uid, and the density of the condensate. uA formula for pre­
dicting the film coefficients of heat transfer is derived 
from the theory of heat conduction through the drops and the 
bare areas between the,drops. It Is found that h% is a func­
tion of fraction of condensing area covered by the liquid 
drops, the contact angles, angle of inclination of the cooled 
surface, thermal conductivity of the condensate, and density 
and surface tension of the condensate. Experimentally meas­
ured heat transfer coefficients varied from about 3,000 to 
10,000 Btu hr~^ft~2 °F~^. " The test area was a mere 1 in. by 
3 in. rectangular plate of copper, nickel and, chromium using 
two promoters, oleic and stearic acid. 
Meanwhile, some investigations on the phenomenon of 
dropwise condensation were also being conducted in England. 
Hampson and Ozisik (29) used a test surface 3 in. by 5 in. 
clamped between a water box and a steam chest. Like Fatica 
and Katz1 s experiment, they used filtered steam generated by 
a home-made boiler. This is rather desirable since they used 
a small test section which required very small amount of 
steam consumption. Three metals, copper, brass, and steel, 
were used. They reported a mean heat transfer coefficient of 
about 25,000 Btu hr"^ft~2 °F~^. Copper gave the highest heat 
transfer coefficient. A few parameters like the velocity of 
cooling water, velocity of condensing steam, heat load, ef­
fect of non-condensable gases in the steam, and the steam 
side pressure were investigated., A slight decrease in the 
heat transfer coefficients was obtained with increasing water 
velocity and increasing heat load. However, increasing steam 
velocity was reported to cause an increase in the heat trans­
fer coefficients. The presence of non-condensable gases in 
the steam was reported to have an ill effect on the heat 
transfer coefficient. No conclusive effect on dropwise con­
densation is reported when the steam is condensed under 
vacuum. This is in contradiction to Gnam's experiment. 
Benzyl mercaptan was found to be very effective in promoting 
dropwise -condensation on copper surface. 
Sugawara and .Michiyoshi (62) of Kyoto University, Kyoto, 
Japan, derived an equation for predicting heat transfer 
10 
coefficient using hyper-geometric function. They assumed, as 
Fatica and Katz? that the heat transfer is by conduction 
through the drops and the bare areas between the drops. They 
°  o  
arrived at the following conclusions: 1. heat transfer coef­
ficient is increased as A, the ratio of, the area covered by' 
the condensate drops to the unit surface area, is reduced, 
and 2. heat transfer coefficient is much higher at the begin-
- ning of the drops adhering period since A is very small» The 
variables in the heat transfer coefficient equation are about 
the same as those in Fatica and Katz's. Their reported theo­
retical heat transfer coefficients are considerably lower 
than the experimental data obtained by Fatica and Katz. 
Some qualitative studies on dropwise condensation have 
also been made recently by several investigators on the ef- ° 
feet of various promoters in inducing ideal dropwise conden­
sation on different metals. Particular attention has been 
paid to promoters that will induce the dropwise mode of con­
densation for a much longer period of tine than previously 
obtained. The most comprehensive research so far is that of 
Blackman, et &L. (9), and Blackman and Dewar (8). Some of 
the chemical compounds proposed can induce dropwise condensa­
tion for a period of as long as 3,000 hours. The authors 
have applied British patents on these compounds." However, 
all these compounds are not commercially available at present. 
Bobco and Gosman (10) studied the effect of various fluoro-
chemicals as promoters in inducing dropwise, condensation of 
o  °  
several pure organic vapors. In both of these references no 0 
° 
heat transfer daLa are available, only the question of the 
6 6 0 0 
practicability of using these promoters is discussed. „ ° 
°  °  o  
In the experimental determination- of ttie heat transfer 
coefficients, surface temperature measurement is of prime 
° 
importance if accuracy of the determined values is° desired. 
. 
Thermocouples have- been used extensively in measuring surface 
' ' 
temperatures. The advantage is due to the fact that thermo-
»  °  o  
couple wires are readily available ,and the method of- their ° 
use for"determining the temperature of.the' junction by meas­
uring the emf produced has been very well standardized.. How­
ever, the difficulty lies in so placing the. thermocouple ° 
junction that the junction"will indicate the temperature of" 
. 
the surface. Another difficulty is the fact that the placing 
of the junction on the condensing surface invariably disrupt 
" 
V ° 
the smoothness of the surface, which is essential to ideal 
6  O  O  
dropwise condensation. 
Most past investigators (23, 25, 29, 4-5, and 58) at-, 
tached the thermocouple junction directly on the outside sur-
o  
face of the test-section,and embedded the thermocouple wires 
in a groove on the surface for a certain length before they 
were brought out. This method invariably destroyed the con-
0 
° ° 
tinuity of the surface smoothness. 'Baker and Hipkin (3) 
used a method recommended by Jeffrey and Moynihan (3j) for 
their temperature measurement. The method consisted of using 
.. ° ° 
othe tgst tube itself as one arm of a Kelvin double bridge, 
•  o  
carrying a current of about 150 amperes. Thus"the tube acts 
as its3 own resistance thermometer, and the variable resist-
o  °  
ance in the bridge, circuit can be directly calibrated in terms 
° ° « 
of temperature, oHowever, the method is not quite applicable 
° 
if local temperature is desired. Willman and co-workers (6*6) 
O  o  °  O  o  
used a metal plug with a thermocouple junction inserted in a 
°  o  o  0  
drilled.hole for internal surface temperature measurement of 
°a gun barr6el. 
° ° The accurate measurement of surface temperature is dif-
° 
ficults Incorrect attachment of a thermocouple junction to 
o  °  
the surface may result in an error of temperature reading 
C  e  °  
of ± 15° F. Jakob (31) and Boelter (11)° discussed errors 
e  «  
*  o ,  *  0  
encountered in surface thermometry quitê thoroughly. 
: . • 
In -the past experiments on dropwise condensation by all 
the investigators, water was used as the cooling liquid. 
o  e  
The heat transfer is affected by steam condensing-on the» 
tube wall which is cooled by water flowing inside the tube. 
The method"of evaluating the mean water temperature «poseù a 
perplexing problem, since tjie water in and out temperatures 
' 
usually vary over quite a considerable ran|e. The standard 
o  •  
procedure is to use the so-called "mixed-cup" temperature or 
o  
the log mean temperature. °This is acceptable if over all 
heat transfer only is to be determined. However, the local 
temperature may deviate from the mean temperature considéra-
° . * ° 
0 • 
bly, thus causing the* determination0of local heat transfer 
coefficients to be° inaccjirate. 
o  o  0  0 e 
À - search of literature failed" to disclose a single ex-
o  ©  ®  
•  °  o  
periment that had used a uniform temperature cooling medium. 
This is probably due „to the added "complexity of the. experi­
mental .design. There is "considerable advantage in using a 
6  «  0  O  
saturated liquid as a cooling medium", since the temperature 
of the liquid^ and it's mixture will" remain constant during 
° 
the process of evaporation. . = 
6 The - phenomenon of the condensation of superheated vapor 
« ,  »  «  »  e  0  »  
has rarely been reported-. Meckel (41) showed that° in con­
densing steam with 180°.F superheat, th.e rate of heat trans-
°  e  
'fer was only ^ percent ;nore than for saturated steam at the 
samb- pressure* and with, the same wall temperature". Hehce 
. . 
for the condensation jof slightly superheated steam, little 
° *  » ° ° 
error is made in computing the rate of heat flow by assuming 
the superheated gteam as saturated steam at the correspond-6 
* « 
° 
.ing pressure. Considerable disadvantage is evident in.using 
superheated steam as, a condensing medijam. 
In summarizing, i* is found that various investigators 
% 
have agreed that the coefficient of heat transfer of drop-
°  o  
wise condensation is several times higher than that.of film-
wise condensation. This is mainly due to»the following fac-
o  o  
tors: _ » „ 
1. „ Heat- conduction through an area "covered by a layêr 
of "uniform film of condensate is less than through the -same 
o o  o  o  
6  o  
area on which the same quantity of condensate adher°e as a 
drop. ° 
o 0° ° 
°2. There 1% extremely high heat conduction rate 
< •  o  • •  
through the bare metal surface between.t6e. drops. 
»  o  
3. The effective temperature difference between the va 
o  •  O  0  
por and the surface is much.larger in dropwise condensation, 
0 
. 
therefore the formation of drops on the cooling surface is 
°  o  a  
much more rapid than the corresponding formation of liquid 
„ ' 
as film on the* same surface. 
4. .The removal of condensate drops due to gravity en- „ 
ables high heat transfer rate through the exposed area. 
e  0  e  
Investigators also agree that in ordej? to obtain drop-
»  °  d  
wise condensation, some promoters, such as hydrocarbon oils,. 
0 
"fatty acids, dithiophosphaies, xanthates, and mercaptans 
must be present either on the sur'face or in the condensing 
steam. .The condensing surface must be smooth. 
° 
In order to understand the phenomenon of dropwise con­
densation, a= review on filmwise condensation is necessary. 
However, the references on filmwise condensation are so nu-
. • 
merous that a detailed review is impossible. The more im­
portant ones will be found in the "Bibliography" section of 
®  o  o  o  
this thesis. 
o  
The present knowledge of 0the process of dropwise con-
dentation is, in» general, rather limited. There is*no theory 
°  o  O  O  
comparable to that of filmwise condensation derived by Nus-
° « 
selt, despite" the fact that Nusselt's derivation was much too 
e °  O  °  
simplified. The experimentally determined values» of heat 
transfer coefficient vary over a wid<= fange,"<> and = they» are far 
"  o  e  #  °  
.from any correlation. ° „ <• 
O o o 
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A. General Description0 
0° A schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the present" 
«  6  
° °  O  
"investigation is shorn in Fig. 1. The.actual arrangement can 
be seen in Photograph 1.= The essential components of the 
experimenta°l equipment consisted of a vertical test pipe 10-
» .  c  •  
o 0 • c * ® 
ft. long,, and 24-in. outside dianreter enclosed in a concen-
Q  «  »  .  '  
trie 6_Z-in. outside diameter pyrex glass pipe which formed. 
•16 . .. " ° « 
• the test section. The •glass gipe was made of two. separate 
• • . • . 
sections and were connected -by flanges with a neoprene "gasket 
between. The.details, of the test section will be fully dis­
cussed? in section B*. The annular" space between the test pipe ' 
. % • 
and the pyrex glass pipe served as a steam condensing chest. 
Steam w§s introduced into the annular space from the top 
• 9 0 O 
. 
through a 1-in. pipe. Provision.was made for the injection 
.  "  o  c  
of a chemical compound into the steam.just before it entered 
» . . ° ° 
the condensing chamber by means o£ a neoprene cap, installed 
o  •  c  0  *  o  
on the "pipe line. The advantage of using a neoprene cap is 
that there«is no leakage problem.6 The neqprene seals itsêlf # 
° o 
after each injection of the chemical compound. 
. 
. ° Since the test pipe and its auxiliary piping required a 
8  e  '  
height gf atput 18 feet; the apparatus was located in Room . 
o ° o 0 o o 
106,o Mechanical "Engineering Laboratory which provided the 
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jiecessa^y headroom. Other influencing factors in the° choice 
0  o  o  
o  O  o  °  °  O  
.ofolocation were0the availability of «steam and water supply. 
. 
The condensate flowed through a Rotameter and into a 
. . . ° " o ; 
0 condensate tank. It was then pumned out of the tank into a 
; I ' 
drain pipe. Cooling of the 22-in. diameter test pipe was 
8» 
accomplished by circulating saturated Fréon-11 through the 
pipe,. The heat absorbed by the Fréon from the steam evapo-
„  O  o  °  ° *> 
rated part of the liquid Frsoni The two-phase mixture then 
O  ° *  o  e °  
flowed into a condenser where the mixture was cooled by 
« . 6 
water circulating through the condenser. The amount -of heat 
' 
transferred wis obtained by measuring the tëmpërature drop 
- • ° . 
through the cooling water. The amount of water flow was* 
measured by a - regular water meter placed t>n the. water dis-
• • 
charge line.from the condenser. The discharged water thep 
flowed"into a drain. . 
• • . ' . 
The surface temperature of the.test pipe was obtained 
-
by thirteen thermocouples placed along the length of the 
' . ' ; -
pipe. ° Ten of,these"thermocouples"are copper plug thermocou-
: " . " • • 
.pies arid three; of them, arç conventional surface thermocou-.. 
• * e 
pies. Theij; actual installation wi^.1 be described JLatér. 
6 
Three inside pipe wall thermocouples are located at. .the to°p, 
middle, and bottom sections of the test pipe. ° 0e 
o « e 
."•The liquid Fréon was circulate through the test pipe 
0 
by a centrifugal pump. The amount of Freon circulated was 
obtained by a Rotameter. Vacuum in the steam condensing 
chest was maintained °by a water jet exhauster, connected 
through holes in the flanges at tôe top and at the bottom of 
0 0 o  ©  o  O  0  o  ®  
the test section. ° Air and other non-corfd ensable,gases were0 
o o 
continuously evacuated during tests. 
0  o  
A Fisher diaphragm valve and°a pilot controller were" . 
e 
.used to controlosteam flow to the test section.° Heat bal-, 
.  »  •  c  
O  O  „  C  
^ance was obtained by measuring .the heat removed from tne 
=°j 
steam; the heat° added by the Calrod heater, and the heat 
transferred to the water from the Freon. ° ' .« 
° • 
9  o °  °  e  o  6  ®  »  
• •  „  • •  • • ' .  '  •  • >  .  
1. Steam system . • . . . . * 
. . • . 
9 
° „ • * • " * 
. * The steam was-supplied from the Collège Power Plant lôw-
pressure steam line normally used for heating the buildings 
• .  •  » .  
in the winter. -The steam .was de-areated and relatively free 
« • 
of air. ' It was not filtered and possibly could hav.e some 
.. • -
rust and oily substance carried from pipe-lines and pumps. 
•However," a strainer was placed before the steam çontrol 
O O  „  
valve»°to éntrap particles in the steam. ° A vent line was in-
stalled"before the control valve, and "the steam^supply line. 
• ® 
was.ovented to atmosphere Before each test was begun to elim-
o *  
inate non-condensible gas$s. In the summer, the pressure of 
© 6 
the steam remains" fairly steady at about 4 psig. A throtjl-
o  °  
o ° 6 ° o 
ing calorimeter was located on the steam supply J.ine.° The 
quality of the steam was checkedeto be between 99*55 to«99*7% 
immediately after0 the4 control valve. Since most of the ex-
6  ° °  O  «  O  o  
perimentV were copductec^ under vacuum, the steam would be 
° 
0 * . 
"slightly- superheated. . ° e 
« ,  r  °  .  
• The .supply of the steam into the condensing chest was 
°  o  o  
controlled by* an 1-in. Fisher diaphragm motor valve, Type 
° 
657-A. The» valve is actuated- by a Fisher Wizard II Type. o o 
: 
4152 "pilot controller which utilizes air ascthe operating 
• * 0 
» • * • 6 e 
medium. The opening, closing^ or throttlihg action-of the 
val°ve was obtained by changes "of the instrument pressure -in 
•  • .  •  .  „  
response to changes in the air pressure of the-control sys-
. 
tern'. -The pressure measuring -element * in the pilot controller 
• • • • e • 
was" a bellows. ' The inlet air pressure to the pilot control-
• ; . . . 
"1er is regulated from 90 psig to 20 psig by/an auxiliary reg 
•  "  .  . . .  
.ulator. An" increase in the controlled pressure causes the 
. • 
bellows to expand, and this action causes a decrease in no%-
. 
zle opening in.the bellows assembly and-a* build up of - pres­
sure in the line to the diaphragm•motor valve.. With a de-
crease in control pressure, a"loss in pressure on fhe dia-
•  o  °  9  •  •  
phragm'will then, result." It takes 3 psig .pressure .to fully 
. * . 
open the valve and 15 psig pressure to fully close it. 
% . . ' 
The condensed steam was continuously6 pulled out of the 
. 
condensing chest into a condensate tank, which was evacuated. 
. • 0 „ 
As soon as the tank was filled, the condensate was pumped 
c  ®  o  
e 
out of the tank by meaps of a Roth A-128 condensate pump 
.driven by a J hp, 3 phase\ 60 cycle, 220 volt* 1725 rpm? 
o Q, • PL O 
drip proof motor. The pump is bronze fitted with packing and 
lantern6ring for vacuum service. The pump will deliver ap-
o  -  „  °  
proximately 3.5 gpm of 210° F water against » a discharge head 
° 
0 
of 35 feet. The capacity °oi the pump is larger than "is ac-
° o 
tually needed. Therefore, it was operated intermittently. 
*  0  7  • .  0  »  
o  o  0  
The amount of condensate was "intended- to be measured by 
o  o  o  "  e  
°  o  °  °  0  o  
a Brooks" Model FV-1110, 'No.» 8 Rotameter. This had to be „ ° 
abandoned later because the-float,in the.Rotameter tube fluc-
o0tuated unsteadily due to flashing of the condensate flowing 
through the Rotameter. For the second and, the "third- sets of 
« •  °  \  . . .  
e e • » * • • c 
tests, the by-pass, line was_used instead. The flow of the 
• * e • • • \ 
condensate was controlled by.a •£— in. globe valve.* The con-
densate-from the condensing chest, flowed through a -j^-in. 
standard pipe into the condensate tank made from 10-in. 
• * 
• • , * 
standard steel pipe, 18-in." long. T&e bottom of the tank 
• • • * 
was connected to the condensate pump by a l-in. pi-pe. An-
. * " . • 
other in. opening vas" connected to the suction side of the ' 
* 
water jet exhauster. A gage glass was installed on the side 
• 
of the tank so that the water level in*the tank can be ob­
served.' When the "water level reached theotop of the .tank, 
*  *  0  
the condensate pump was started and the condensate was "pumped 
o  0  »  "  *  6  
out to the drain. • o„ 0 
Provision was made for condensing steam under"vacuum in 
, . . 
order to study the phenomenon of dropwise condensation under 
c 
the effect of vacuum. Such an effect has been explored by 
only a few of the paost investigatory. A Schiztte andoKoerting 
O . ° o ° ° ° ° e oe 
Fig. 482, size No. 1 water J°et exhauster was used= to çbtain 
o  °  0  „  O  „  e O 0 6 ° 0 
vacuum =in the condensing chest. With this simple apparatus, 
°  °  °  o  »  o  *  °  
O  9  O  O  ©  
relatively high vacuum could be produced% This wat.er jet 
• . # . ° „ » 
„ exhauster has no moving parts, thus making it.compact and 0 
° ® ° °o ° O 
reliable. Tfie. suction side of the water" exhauster was cbn-
•  . •  °  '  •  •  
"nected by in..standardopipef to the tbp of the steam con-
•  .  .  «  /  •  * u  •  
den sing ch°est and the condensate tank. A'later' addition. ea 
° . . I 
—in. 'copper tu£e was inserted into- the bottom of the steam 
o .  -  •  *  °  .  •  
condensing chest, and also connected to the water jet ex- • 
°  ' •  .  
hauster. The purpose was to evacuate.the' non-condensable-
• . * . • 
gases from the condensing chest from both top-and bottom." 
• " " 
*" • * • • 
All these vacuum lines can be controlled by valves.* . ' . 
. 
k U-tube mercury manometer was installed at the top of. 
the condensing chest in order to measure the vacuum tinder 
which the steam was condensing. The temperature of the steam 
*• • 
is taken"'^s the saturation temperature corresponding to. the 
o  o  e  •  
* • 
measured pressùre. • Mercury-in-glass thermometers were in-
%  .  "  -  . . . "  
serted into the top and bottom of the steam .condensing space 
• • • ' . ' 
for a rough check on the condensing steam temperature. 
*  .  •  o  
. "5 ° 0 0® < 
A 4-in. sampling tube was. connected by a tee to «the 
o » • ° 
in. copp'er tube. A -&-in* valve wàs placed,between the .sam-
° 
e <• ° " • * e 
pling tube and the tee. 'Steâp.samples were obtained®occa- I 
° " 0o « 
.sionally through this tube. ° „ . 
O  6 
o  
„ The amount of condensate was measured by closing "the » 
a  . 0  a  O  
valve on the condensate line and letting the condensate accu-
0 0  
mulates in the condensing che„st°. °°A stop watch was,used,to • 
O  „  °  •  o  
"obtain thg time required for a -J-in. rise. 
3  0  e  0 0  e  
- "The,steam pipes were ijisulatfed with 2-in*. standard glasd" 
. 
wool pipe insulation covered with cloth. Nb insulation was* 
put"on the°steam pipe, after the Fisher control valve. * ° 
• « 
0 
0 • " * ' 
3. Freon and water system • -
* ' * ' : . 
.The cooling medium used was saturated Freon-11 liquid.' 
The purnose of this is to obtain uniform temperature of the-
• . • • • * 
cooling medium inçide the t'est pipe. Past investigators . * -
used water as the cooling fluid; the* temperature of the 
* 
water varied considerably along the length of the test pipe. 
• • • • 
Xhe flow of Freon-11 .was"metered by a- Brooks Model FV-110, 
"  . .  • •  
No. 10.Rotameter, calibrated for a fluid specific gravity . 
of 1.28.= The meter scale varied from a minimum flow of'.l ° 
gpm to a maximum flow of 9*7 gpm. A by.-pa s s line was in-' 
• • • 
stalled to facilitate repair of .the Rotameter without dis-
rupting operation of the Freon system. The flow of the Freon 
* ° 
was controlled by a £-in. globe valve. . « * * . 
In, passing through the test pipe, part of the saturated 
Freon liquid was evaporated due to heat received from the 
condensing steam. The Freon then flowed into a Carrier Model 
° . 0 o ° » 
5F-60 watef-cooled condenser,® in which the Freon vapor was 
condensed iiîto subcooled liquid. The .Carrier condenser is of° 
o e . • . .. ° ° 
the shell and tube type. The Freon was cooled by water flow-g 
= e » ° 
ing inside the tubes. There are 40 tubeâ in the condenser. 
• ° 
.Two arrangements of the water.passes are provided, a four-
° 
pass and eight-pass^» First installation .was for the 
°  .  ° '  
eight-pass' arrangement, but it was found, later^ that the ca­
pacity was.too large for small heat flux; therefore, it be-
came difficult to control small water rate. .The four-*pass 
arrangement was used thereafter for.more.effective water'rate 
e  •  * .  
'control: . . . • . • . 
* '  •  
The circulation of the Freon system was accomplished;by . 
a Bell and-Gossett Model 1522-5S water pump with a,-115 volt, 
60.-cycle,' single phase, £-hp,. 3450 rpm*motor. The pump .has : 
.a 45 feet 'discharge heat at a capacity of 5»0 gpm. The 
* • 
sealing arrangement- around the pump shaft did not operate 
* 
. 
satisfactorily, and numerous experimental runs had.to be can-
.  .  -  
-  '  .  '  . . .  
celled because of leakage of Freon.. Finally, a" bronze 'seat 
•was made to replace the "remite". seat; the pump has performed 
.  .  .  '  '  . . .  
.satisfactorily since. ° . 
. . ' . 
: • . . 
Calibrated .pressure gages and &o. 30 copper'and" constan-
" - " . . . 
tan thermocouples were installed,in .proper locations to meas­
ure 'the pressures and temperatures of the Freon before enter­
ing and immediately after leaving the test pipe. A pressure e 
*  *  e  O  e  O  
riser tânk was located abov^e the cooling system to proride 
pressure increase in the Freon. The tank was made from a 
standard lj?-in. steel" pipe approximately 14-in. long. "The 
o  0 ~ ° ° o o  
tank 0was equipped with a pressure*gage, a thermocouple" yuncr 
tion nade of No. 24 "bopper and constantah wires, .a gage glass 
for observation of Freon liquid, level in the tank, aijcf a 4 
kilo-watt General Electric Calrod heater. . 
O  O  0  c .  •  °  
The ,G. E. Câlrod immersion heater was connected to a. 
° ° °° 0 o 
Mercoid"pressure switch, which was energized by electric cur-
C  e  o  »  *  
sent. Any desired pressure could be set on the switch which * 
• • 
will then"maintain the Freon in the pressure riser- tank at. 
- -
the desired pressure. As soon as the "pressure in the tank 
, 
reaches the pre-set pressure, the switch will automatically 
turn off the current .supply to the Galrod heater. When près-
. 
1 
- : 
sure in the tank falls below the desired* pressure., the -switch 
will then turn on the heater in tije tank. * • • 
-„ . In. order to maintain a uniform temperature of the Freon 
in the test pipe, it was necessary to heat the Freon before 
it entered the test pipe since .the Freon was subcooled when ' 
it left the condenser. A 4 kilo-watt G, E. immersipn heater * 
. 
was .placed in the Freon line. "To prevent the "heater-from 
burning out when the pump was turned off, this heater was . 
also connected" to a Mercoid pressure switch, which was**in 
.  e  
turn connected to the pump switch. When the puçp was turned 
« ' . " . ' ' 
off, it automatically turned off the heater. The proper 
heat rate, Btu hr""\ supplied, to the Freon was controlled^ by 
• a -large Variac. A" voltmeter and an ammeter were connected' 
29 
o 
o  o °  
o°in parallel" and in series respectively with the heater cir-
* o 0 ' O o 0 o 
° cuit.. °Fig J 2 shows the heater" circuit diagram. "The kilowatt 
° ° 
output of «the heater is easily calculated by the product -of 
. ° 
the" voltage and the amperes .obtained from "the respective 
meters. This information is used in heai balance calcula-
tion. • * - " • 
230 V. 
S 
•=>-
g 
© 
e 
<é> 
VA R IAC 
5 GALROD 
ig. HEATER 
: 
Fig. 2 -Eeat$r qircuit diagram 
0 < o 
The cooling water supplied to the condenser, the water 
• • Û ' . , 
jgt exhauster, and for various other purposes, was from 
" ° • 
College wells. The pressure of. the water was about'60 psi. 
The temperature of the water varied-from 56° to. 60° F. The 
°  o  
inlet and the outlet temperatures of water entering and 
. . 
leaving the-Carrier^ condenser were obtained by mercury-in- . 
e  o  0  
glass thermometers inserted into thermometer wells installed 
o  o  «  
in the water lines. Aftfer leaving the condenser, the wafer 
O e 
, O o 
O O ©  e  e  
flowed, through a calibrated0 water meter where the flow" rate 
o o o e o 
°  °  °  o  •  o  0  
was measured. No recirculation of the pooling water was 
o  e  '  °  0  °  .  
0provi°ded; thereforet all the water flowed fhto a drain pipe. 
o  °  O  
/I'h"? Freon lines are standard copper tu#es soldered at tne 
connections. The tubes were insulated with two inches of 
° ® 
standard glass wool pipe .insulation. - The condenser was also 
© « 
wrapped in insulation covered with aluminum sheet. The con­
densate and the vacuum piping Vas not insulated. The con- . 
• • ' • 
ngctions on these l-ines. are -covered with gasket "shellac to 
. . .  
. 
prey.ent ai'r leakage during Vacuym operatipn. • •_ 
. . 
• . . 
•_ % B. Description of Test Section Assembly 
' • • • • : 
A detailed cross sectional-view of the. test section as-
. . • 
* t « ^ • 
sembly is "shown, in'Fig. 3. The assembly consisted of 2-in. 
nominal' diameter "copper-plated, nickel pipe, 6-in. nominal 
" * * 
diameter pyrex glass pipe, and'6-in. Corning Glass Works ". 
flanges apd neoprene gaskets." The pyrex glass p%pe was 
chosen for its suitability for both pressure and vacuum op4-
erations and also for transparency.Normal operating tem­
peratures extend up to 250° F. Installation of the pipe 
within this range of temperatures^requires.no unusual pre-
o  „  0  
cautions. The transparency of the Pyrex glass pipe renders 
0  o  °  0  °  6  
a clear-visual•observation on the phenomenon of»dropwise 
condensation for the entire length and the» opportunity of 
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O  
taking both still0 and motion pictures during0 the dropwisg 
° „ 
0 
° 
condensation for"more°d§tailed study A review o§ the liter-
o ° 0 0 ° 
ature did not reveal any pa'st investigators who ha4 observed 
the-entire length -on a long pipe. ° , 
. . . ° Thermal conductivity of-the pyrex glasS pipe.is low 1 '• 
(O.67 Btu hr~^ft~^ ; therefore,-heat loss%through the 
glass pipe is relatively low even at high heat load*. Because 
® o ° * • 0 * 
of the remarkàble/ability 'of, pyrex 'glass to-withstand sudden 
• • . • 
temperature changes, because of its low coefficient of ex­
pansion / and because' of the needed visual -o-bservation of the 
test pipe, no Insulation was placed on- the test section. 
• • 
• . • • 
Soft rubber pads were clamped between the upper cast iron 
flange and the support to take çare of any .minute ' expansion''. 
.  .  :  . . . . . .  
of the'test section due to. temper ature changes.* 
The .test pipe is a standard.2-in. nominal diameter/ • 
" " • • 
nickel- pipe. The outside-diameter of the pipe is 2.375 • ' 
inches and the inside#diameter, 2^067'inches. Thermal con- • 
ductivity of the-nickel pipe is 35 Btu hr~^ft~^ °F~^ between 
• • : ' 
320 F and»- 212° F as given by the pipe manufacturer J " The pipe-
e  • •  
was 10-ft lpng originally, but it was machinedeinto.two 5-ft 
,e e ° 
Lengths in order that it could be.copper «plated in existing . 
- • . 
9 o • • 
plating facilities. The two lengths of pipe'were joined . 
f  
' ' •  o  „  
together by a press fit and soldered in place. Before the 
. . " ... . 
two sections were joined, the thermocouples wgre installed, 
° o e . 
in the pipe wall. 0 o 
» 
The copper plating %.s about 0.003-in. thick. The reason 
° ? . . ° . • ' 
for using copper platihg is .because benzyl mercaptan, 
C^H^CEg'SH, reacts more effectively with.copper in promoting 
dropwise condensation of steam on a metal surface. Mercaptan 
• . 
vas listed as the most, effective promoter on copper surface 
9 
by Blackman, et âl..(9.) in their exhaustive research on pro-
. . .  .  •  *  
meters for dropwise condensation. After the plating,, -the. * 
* 
pipes"were buffed on-a rotating soft brush wheel to a mirror 
• • • . '• • • 
finish^ which is essential for. stable life long dropwise 
condensation. • Many past investigators (9, 21, 28, .and 62)• 
had observed.that dropwise condensation will continue on a' 
smooth surface for à longer period of time* •. .• 
The test section assembly was located 5 feet 10£ inches 
from.the floor to provide room for lowering the pyrex glass 
pipes for cleaning or repairing of the test pipe. It is 
' 
supported by bolting the upper and lower flanges each to' four 
*1 . 1 2 in. by 2 in. -by ^ in. angle plates welded to a steel col- * 
o . 
umn. Because of its size, the disassembly of the test sec-
o • . • 
"tion was difficult, demanding- care.in handling. ' Unfortunate? 
• * -
ly, due to the improper installation of the thermocouples 
* 
along the nickel pipe wall, leakage, frequently appeared 
.. - " . 
around No. 5 copper plug thermocouple and No. 3 surface ther-° 
mqcouple when operating under high vacuum. . . 
Several holes were drilled oh the upper and lower cast 
-  .  °  .  o  
iron flanges of the test section assembly fctr connections to ° 
the îaanonfeter,°°.the wate^  jet exhauster", ^ na for placing "of „ 
• • * . e • ° 
thermometer wells. . - « 
• •• - " . 
- 
. ••• 
. . .  .  .  
•  •  o  
C. Location.and Installation of Thermocouples 
o 
' . 
0 
1. Review * . 
. . ° " 
To measure the surface temperature of a metal whose .. . 
boundary is surrounded by either a liquid or a gas, fairly' 
well standardized methods have been developed.. The general. 
method is tç peer, solder, or'weld the thermo'couplè wire 
. • * ' 
directly to the metal whose surface temperature is to be. 
measured. • However, soldering -or welding has.the disadvan-
• ! 
tage of destroying the smoothness'of the surface. Peening 
the"thermocouple wire on the outside surface of a round pipe 
is not considered desirable-in 'the present experiment. The 
e 
. . 
actual- installation of thermocouples proved to be a compli- * 
cate'd matter in-the "present experiment. In the field" of • 
surface* thermometry," several 'modes of heat transfer can oc-
• 
re # • 
cur simultaneously. Heat:loss by conduction through the 
thermocouple wifres from the immediate vicinity of the meas- • 
. ; 
.uring junction must °be prevented; Care -must also be taken 
* o 
°so that surfacè characteristics are"not changed "by the ap-
° 
plication of the thermocouple' junctions. 
® o ° 
A review of literature has revealed some "interesting 
e  °  *  
36 
methods of thermocouple installation-for surface tempefatute. 
° ' l. 
measurement. Shea.and Kras.e (?8) drilled -five ^g-in. -holes 
O • „ » ° 
from°the center of -one edge of the plate 2-in. deep. oThus . 
the bottoms °of the holes were -§• inch fromothe center line of 
the plate with respect to its width, one for each.section 
and in the center of each section as to the vertical dimen-
! 
sions. - To make the thermocouples themselves a ^ -in. copper 
rod was filed flat along its entire length except for ^  
' inch at one end (Fig. 4). Through this j^-in. section a hole 
0.013 in'ch in diameter" was drilled. No. "28 constantati. wire 
• . • 
enameled and silk covered anà covered.with resin- and baked at 
300° F for four hours. The wire was soldered in place-in"the 
THERMOCOUPLE LEADS 
jz IN. COPPER ROD 
16 ' A Z — NO. 28 CONSTANTAN • WIRE 
0.013 IN, HOLE 
Fig. if Detail of Shea and Kras% 
plate thermocouple ° 0 
hole. A copper lead was then soldered on -to the rod;0thur 
° 6 o ° ' 
the junction was between°the copper rod and the constantan 
wire. The thermocouples were then inserted into"the holes c e e o 
in the plate and soldered in placed * • c 
: 
jÇitzpatrick, et âl. (25) measured surface temperature 
on a 10-ft tube, ^ -in. in diameter, -by means of five thermo-
* 
couples placed along the length of the tube- The thermocou-
• 
0 y, * e • • e 
pies were made of No. 36 copper and constantan wires, so'l-
' •  •  •  '  •  :  
dered at the junctions in circumferential surface gro'oves. 
' ' 
Before leaving - the pipe, each wire was led halfway around . 
the pipe in the groove filled with Bakelite .enamel- later 
baked in place. - • 
• • 
. Hampson (28) used coppèr" and constantan thermocouples . 
; 
made from No. 30 wires. 'The'thermocouples-were insulated 
with Silicone varnish and laid in Isothermal grooves running 
'across the plate, the center of the couple'being at*a depth 
of 0.020 •* .0.002 inch below the surface of the -4-ln. .thick 
plate.- The insulated thermocouples were embedded ifi solder," 
"covered with a thin cqpper strip, and .the whole surface was 
copper plated so that there would te no disturbances on the . 
a °  
e • 9 ° o 
condensing- surface. Hampson1 s method is desirable but the 
.  o  c  •  
method seems more suitable for a flat plate. Hampson1s flat 
s ©o 
plate was 3 in. by 5 in. 
o o 
In view of the various methods applicable0in thermocou-
° o 
*ble installation for different cooling surfaces,^preliminary 
investigation was beg,un to .determine £he proper method of irf-
' 0 
stalling thermocouples.^ Boelter. (11) mentioned the following 
s °° e - . 
methods of attaching the thermocouples to"the metals ° 
o  •  
o  °  
1- -Peenéd into position. „ ° . 
. •. ° ° ° ° ° 
2- ° Junction-forced into a narrow -slot. 
. • • * ° • • 
O e . e « 
. 3» Junction mounted in a small copper plug whicji -
: - : 
"  i n  t u r n d r i v e n  i n t o  " a  s m a l l  h o l e .  '  
. 
°° ' * 4. Soldered or brazed to surface. 
.5» Electroplated. ' . ' • • 
After much consideration, it-was decided that method" 3 would 
be the-most suitable for a long circular pipe without dis-
. . . ' 
rupting the smooth surface. In.order that the plug measures 
the surface temperature, the material used for the-plug'must 
b'e of high thermal conductivity.'. Copper was chosen as the 
.best material available. It has a very high thermal conduc­
tivity, is relatively inexpensive, and easily obtainable. *• 
It'has good machinability. Since there will be a consider-
able pressure drop across the'pipe .wall, a .safe thickness 
for the. copper plug must be -determined. • 
2°. . Preliminary calculation and experiments 
o  o  *  ° °  
> e o û ° © 0 o 
•  o  •  *  
. „ To make the thermocouples, an externally threaded co-pper 
plug, "0.250 inch in diameter and 0.154 inch in length, was 
6  
°  o  O  0  °  o  
chosen. A 0.200-in. diameter hole, .0.104-in. deep, was to be 
machined in oth°e plug leaving the •all thickness of» the cop-
o  e  o  °  »  
o  °  
per® plug to- be 0o.025 inch. The thermocouple junction, made 
of No. e30°copper "and constantan wires and placed in an in-
1  e  o  *  e  
dent, was» soldered to the inside surface of the plug, zne 
o  c  
wires were led out of the hole"which was then filled with 
• \ : • -
insulating cement. Fig. 5 shows the actual installation of, 
the plug. 
C.L.  OF PIPE 
NO. 30 COPPER & 
CONSTANTAN WIREj 
INSULATION 
0.020 
0.154" 
d_ 
— 0.250 
Fig.. 5 Copper* plug, thermocouple installation-
In order to verify the validity of the assumption that 
the proposed thermocouple plug will measure, the surface tern-
o  o  o  
perature0, the thermocouple junction being 0.040 inch below » 
theo surface where "the temperature was •to be "measured, numeri 
cal and experimental methods ve„re "both conducted,,. A relaxa 
o  °  
tion calculation was made to determine the temperature dis-
.  O o  
tribut ion in the copper plug %iid in the pipe wail around the 
o  o  
plug.. Theoretical analysis was not attempted «because the. 
° 
6 
ex^ct» boundary conditions "around the hole were complicated. 
°  o  •  
The relaxation.calculation showed that the thermocouple sol-
dered at a distance 0.0)0 inch below the surface will meas-
• , • 
ure-temperature close to the surface temperatureJ 
z - . • -
Fig. 6- shows a typical temperature distribution in the 
vicinity of the- thermocouple plug. It can be seen from the 
• • • • • e • • 
temperature distribution diagram that the thermocouple does 
closely measure-'the .surface temperature.- .In making-the nu-
• • * 
merical calculation, some simplifying assumptions were made. 
• . ' • 
However, .these assumptions-in no way affect the validity'of 
• - . . . . . 
the'calculation. These assumptions are* the hole, is symmet-. 
• . 
rical; the thermal, conductivity bordering the copper plug 
: . - • •• - -
"and - the nickel pipe is. taken as the average of the thermal . 
conductivity of the two; the contour of the thrêads may be 
• 
-ignored; and the insulating material is a perfect insulator. 
*  • * © * *  e  #  6  
The scheme for -the numerical calculation of -the temper-
' ° * - • % -
attire distribution can be explained from a square network 
. " ' " - ' . . 
for a two-dimensional system shorn in Fig. 7*. . ° e 
The first step i,n a numerical solution is to subdivide 
the given system.»fnto a suitable number of small volumes • 
°  O B  ° ° 
These volumes, are then represented by a network cff fictitious 
o  o  
o  
O O 
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Fig. 7 Numerical network for a two dimensional system 
o o 
.heat-conducting elements between"the central points. as indi-
7  °  o  
o 
cated in Fig. 7. If an appropriate thermal conductance C de-
. - " ° ° ° -
fined as ° ». 
c =M'='hA ' ' . . • -3.1) 
'is assigned to a particular- element, then-the steady heat. 
• • • . 
•flow in this element will approximate .the steady flow by con­
duction between.the central 'points of the volumes. * 
A square net work, A by A' by 1, is selected so that the. 
• • : : ' . ' •. 
net heat flow to point 1 by heat balance is -
' %= q21 * ?31 + qti.+ q?l -- ---- -- '• (3-2) . 
or 
• 91 = °ai(t2 "tl) * c3i^3 - t^) * ty . 
"*• C^(t^ -. t-j) ..; . ° (3*3) 
• 1 
where q^, q21, q^j and are heat fluxes in Btu'hr~x 
, and t^, t2; t^, t^, .and t^ are tanperatures in °F. ° 
Since the conducting area,A x 1, and the length"of the 
• ° - ° • * 
path is "A, this fixes the internal conductance of each rod / ° . • . • 
as Cq = =0 C31* Therefore Equation (3.3) may be 
0 0  _  o  
O  o  0  
„  e  0 0  o  0  o  o  0 <  
simply written as „ 0 
= t2.*.t +• •. ... %(3.4) 
„ oo ° ° ' O = 6 
. e 
Then for steady state"condition q^Tnust be zero, since there 
is.no storage of heat. 'The "quantity is. called a residual" 
°  °  o  
and Equation (3.3) is referred to as a difference equation. 
^A,finite difference equation can be developed from the 
•  °  o  
two dimensional.Laplace equation 
9 « 
. ° ° • , . * . 
02^. >2t . . • . 
.* - + -^4 = 0 = qx . (3-5) 
• . dy •• - . . • 
If th'e temperature t is expanded 3.n a Taylor's series about 
' . ' • ' 
the point 1 as 
•• t - t-L -+ (x - xi)(-f~)i.* <y -• yiH-|^)'i + 
.3.« 
-  •  •  •  :  • .  •  
theh for. points* 2, '3, *+j and 5, each a.distance A from -point 
° • * * * • 
© • •  e  ,  •  •  
1,.the temperatures are ' ' ' • 
*5 •= * -l-C—Ûh . 
8 
o  O  
""Adding the series for t^, t , t^, and "t^., and neglecting all 
O  e  *  *  ^  
terms whose a -coefficients are of higher order than , 
then the finite difference approximatipn to the -second dériv­
ât. y 2+ 
ative ( %)%+ ( = 0. becomes . . • • 
. * dx dy 
• 'i• *-0= *2.+*3'*\*v.- kti C3'7>•' 
Equation-(3.7) is-seen to be the.same approximation as im—. 
plied by Equation .(3«*+)•• • . . '• 
• After the relaxation calculation several-experiments 
were made to determine whether or not the measurement' of. sur­
face temperature can be verified "by actual thermocouple in- . 
• • . 
"stallation. A.2-in. diameter nickel pipe. 1-ft. long was used 
. 
as a test pipe. Two - copper plug thermocouples and' two actual 
surface .thermocouples were installed' close to e.ach other on 
'• 
the test pipe.- The nipe was then placed in a- closed tank . 
• ' . . 
and steam was introduced into the tank,. It' cotidensed on 'the 
* 
•pipe which was- cooled by internal .water flow. *. The steam 
condensed cat« atmospheric pressure. The'first few experiments 
wer# inconclusive due -to improper insulation of the copper 
»  o  
plugs. After making several improvements, the resultso„were 
0 0 °  6  o  ^  
ofound to be quite consistent. „The following table shows °oneo 
o  »  
set oï recorded "temperatifres obtained by the surface and the 
copper plug thermocouples. 
o Ô eO c P • 
'  '  .  •  :  '  o  
° 6 
•«Table 1.° Temperatures obtained by copper plug and surface 
thermocouples . 
• 0 
Water 
°F 
in-
temp. " 
1 
out 
Steam -
temp. 
•°F ' 
0 « 
Water 
rate 
lb./min. 
Thermocouples1 temp. 
' s^ . s2 P^ p2 
1. •58 ; 
t>
.
 0-1—1 
210 ' 18 '174.8 174.5 17\.2 174.5 
2". 59 106 210 
'4 " 174.8 .174.5 174.5 lf4.3 
3- 57 . 100 210 - 22 . • I7.I 171 
3. • Location 'and installation 
. 
• •  •  •  •  
.  .  .  • • • . . '  
•After the preliminary experiments on the copper plug ' • 
design were' considered satisfactory, work was begun on the • 
actual installing of the thermocouples on the test pipe. Ten 
. • • 
copper plug thermocouples.were spaced 12 inches apart along • 
• . 
the.10-ft pipe. These plug thermocouples were located along 
a 'straight line parallel to the axis of the pfpe. cThe copper 
•  0  *  •  o  6  
•  O  ,  
f>lugs were prepared from regular j*-in. bar stock copper, 
machined on a lathe to a diameter of 0.250 inch. A hole, 
O  0  o  t  
approximately 0.200 inch in diameter and 0.104 inch in depth, 
is machined in the - plug s leaving" the wall-thickness of the 
°  "  " O  0  o  o  0  
copper plugs to be 0.050 inch. The.plugs were then threaded 
. externally the jfhole length vjith jLl+O-NF-3«threads. They0. 
o  
were then cut to a length of 0.154 inch,.equalling the thick-
6 
•nejss of "the pipe wall. A punch mark, ' approximately 0.025 
• • inch in diameter, was indented on the inside wall of the cop-
per plugs. . Thfe bead of the thermocouple junction was placed 
'in the indented, mark and silver soldered. No. 30 copper and 
* 
constantan wires were used. .The wires we're separated and 
led out of the hole. . The thermocouple junction-was butt 
welded. The heat for the weld was supplied by a Heliarc 
machine. .%he diameter of the- butt welded joint can be main­
tained at about 0.015 inch. Details of the copper plug ther-
mocouple installation and junction attachment are shown in 
. * . • . 
Fig. 5. Actual shape of the plug couple can bè seen in Pho­
tograph 2*. ' ' ' ' • 
Improper insulation of th'e -hole in the copper plug . 
• • • • • 
caused inconsistent temperature readings in some of the pre- -, 
: . 
liminary experiments. The insulating material must be imper-
vious to both liquid and vapor, and «non-conducting to both 
" • 
electricity and heat. The material Must adhere to copper and 
" be able to withstand moderate pressure and temperature. 
Willman, ale (6b) uspd No. 29 Sauerisen cement as an Insu-
o  e  0  
"lating material around the thermocouple wire in a hole of an 
0 
externally threaded steel plug. "However, the Sauerisen 
9  o  
S o  o  
° 8 
o  
o  
o  
o 
o  o  
o  o  
O o 
"Photograph- 2. 'Copper plug thermo­
couple and thermq.-
..couple junption 
Photograph 3 Apparatus for meas­
uring non-condensa­
ble gases content 
O 
o  
o " c0 
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cernent wâs not satisfactory after .several trials. » «The cement 
0 0  
•  °  o  
did noto set pr„operly in,the copper plug. After further in­
vestigations, Stycast. 2662° was used a"s an insulating6 material 
* ° * . . 
and filler for the copper plug. Stycast 2662 is"an epoxy 
6 e o • e «> 
0 
casting resin which exhibits outstanding physical and ëlec-
•  *  e  
,  o  o *  °  
trical properties when used as a moderate, temperature, sealer 
. • 
or adhesive and -as a- surface -casting.. It is "supplied as a 
• . 
free -flowing- liquid, and is «used-in conjunction with catalyst 
14, which is a finely divide'd powder. ".The preparation of • 
X ,  "  . . . . .  '  -Stvcact 2662 is' as-follôws: % 
-'1. Mix Stycast 2662 in a container. ' • 
2. Weigh out-required amount of Stycast 2662'. The. 
ratio of Stycast 2662 to 'Catalyst 14 is.4 to 1 by weight. 
.Mix the dry powdered Catalyst 14 into the, resin at ' room tem­
perature. Good dispersion of "the. Catalyst in the resin is 
important. .- Let the mat'erial stablize.for at least one.day 
at room-temperature. _ ' 
• * . " * 
3» PourJ the mixture into, the Hole in the plug and- place 
in furnace" to be cured for three hours at 212 F. Shrinkage 
during.cure is negligible. The color of the cured material 
' * - . : 
is black.» The material.is now readyû to be "used continuously 
: - o ' - ' -
a.t a temperature as high as "500 F. After the puring, the 
o  0  0  
copper oplug thermocouples were threaded into holes whi"ch were 
0 0  0  o  
drilled and tapped with ^ -40-NF-3 threads. A°V-groove was 
0 0 o o  
prepared0around the o.utside rim of the Holes. 4fter the plug 
was threaded into the hole and the thermocouple wises were, 
O  O  - °  O  o  
fished» out fvrome the end of.the pipe, it was, soldered around" 
the groove to "withstand pressure. The wires were insulated 
' 
with spaghetti. = 
°  o  0  o  
Three surface thermocouples, spaced 48 inches apart, 
were located "along a straight line one inch circumferentially< 
jfrom the line-of plug thermocouples." A countersunk hole, 
approximately 0.040 inch* in "diameter, was drilled ' through "the 
pipe wall. The -thermocouple wires wrapped in thin "silk were • 
•* " . 
threaded through the hole and the junction" was placed flush" 
° : • * • 
with the surface of the pipe. The junction was .then soldered 
O • 
in place -and the - surface was polished smooth. .Tlireg inside 
wall thermocouplesalso spaced 48 inches apart, were in- • 
stalled in line with_the three surface thermocouples. Thèse 
six thermocouples were alternately placed. .Solid nickel. • 
: 
"plugs, 0.250- inciji in diameter and 0.154 inch in length, were , 
• • 
.used as the inside wall thermocouple plugs. ° The junction 
0 • * 
was soldered in the wall" surfaced The plugs were threaded 
o » . . * ' 
into tapped holes in the pipe exactly as the copper plugs. 
, 
• • 
Thb location and the spacing of .the sixteen, thermocouples 
are shotin ±n Fig. 8; * * . *"• * . 
' -
o  ©  O  °  6  
e  o ®  ©  °  »  0  
6 0 0 
4. Temperature measuring equipment , 
" " " . . . ' ' 
. - . - -
In addition to the" tlièrmocouples installed ' along the 
' " 
test pipe-, four other thermocouples were, placed in proper 
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locations to measure the Freon temperatures. Steam and water 
0 ° ° 
temperatures were obtained by mercury-in-glass thermometers. 
All the thermocouple leads were brought to terminal 
• • ° o 
posts located inside a wooden box which was insulated.°°A 
'Leeds and Northrop No. 8662 portable precision potentiometer 
was used as .the temperature measuring apparatus.° By means 
of two selector switches, any thermocouple could be placed 
.'in' series with the potentiometer. This instrument has two• 
. . .  
ranges, one £rom 0 to 16 millivolts, and'the.other from 0 to 
. • -
80 millivolts. . Greater precision can "be obtained "using thë" * 
' • 
low range. The potentiometer used the null method and read 
directly in millivolts. The cold junctions of the thermo­
couples were kept* in an ice bath. Distilled water was ùsed 
for the ice bath"to 'avoid parasitic emf. • 
5. Apparatus for measuring non-condensablê gasss content in 
the vapor 
Photograph 3 shows, the - apparatus, used in determining the 
-non-condensable gases content in the vapor. • It consisted of. 
a partially calibrated burett'ë and-a-glass vessel. The - vapor 
. • * • „• 
was admitted into "the burette from the.top through a sÇop-
° 
cock.. After the vapor in the burette was condënsed f the . » 
6 O • 0 0 o 
.two-way stopcock at the=bottom of the burette was opened to j 
the glass vessel. Distilled water' iif the "glass vessel "flowed 
•into the burette. The content of the non-condensable gases 
was«determined from the ratio of thé vplume notg displaced by o 
° " o 0 ° 
the water to the total volume.In the burette. The Volume not 
displaced by the water is the content of non-condensable 
gases in the vapor. ° ° 
o ° e o 
o ° ° 
In checking the "content of" the non-condensable g'ases in 
the condensing vapor under vacuum, the burette-must be evac­
uated to a higher vacuum than that in the "steam chest. 
.Therefore a dry vacuum, pump was used for the purpose. 
IV. PROCEDURE '. 
o o 
o° 
Although the thermocouple .wires' used in this investiga­
tion were taken from the same"spool, they were calibrated to 
correct for impurities and other irregularities in the wires. 
Four thermocouples made of wires taken approximately every " 
o ° ° 
one hundred feet from the spools' of copper and constantan 
* n 
'were calibrated at the ice and steam points and at 100 -F 
point obtained from_ a constant temperature water bath.- There 
6 
were no appreciable differences between the "observed emf and • 
'.the standard.emf; therefore, standard .temperature emf tables 
were considered satisfactory for thermocouple temperatures 
conversion. • 
The potentiometer used was capable of measuring, emf of • 
0.001 millivolt. With copper-constantan thermocouples this 
emf is equivalent to approximately. 0.022° F. Mercury-in-
glass thermometers used in the experiment were calibrated 
o [against a Bureau' of Standards thermometer calibrated to 0.1 ; 
. F. The maximum error in any particular thermometer did not 
_o * . • • 
exceed ± 0.i> F at both the ice and steam points. Since 
the thermometers are calibrated every-two degrees, this 
error is approximately equal to the êrçor in-reading these * 
- . - . " 
thermometers. o " 
. 
The Freon "Rotameter was calibrate^ for a.fluid of spe- • 
ecific gravity of 1.28/ £he specific gravity correction curve 
£n Fig. 9 shows correction factor £s ordinate and specific 
• = °° ° o 
gravity of liquid as- abscissa". ° ° ° ° 
A «leak test, of the system, particularly the test sec- 0 
o 0 o d o 0 0 
tion, was niade before any actual experiment was conducted. 
A combination "of methods, soap bubble, flame detector, and •• 
vacuum-time technique were employed. - ° ° 
* ° o ° 
' - At the beginning of each run, the Fréon was cooled by . 
»• • * 
* 
circulating water through the condenser, and the Freon pump 
* • • • 
was next turned on to .circulate" the Freôn. Before the'steam 
' was introduced .into the condensing chest', the steam line'was 
• ' . 
vented to the'atmosphere in order to eliminate the air that 
might have collected"in the steam'line. This was accom-
•  •  " . * • ' *  •  
• • • • • 
pli shed by closing the Fisher diaphragm valve and o'pening the 
vent .valve. By venting the steam to the atmosphere, it was 
• also possible to dispose of the rusty'condens.at'e left.in the 
pipe from thé previous run. Otherwise the rusty condensate 
might have increased the scale deposit on.the surface of the 
test. pipe. After the steam was'-intro'duced into the condens­
ing' chest$ two to three hours were needed to obtain steady '• 
state condition* During'this .period, the outlet water tem­
perature and the incoming and outgoing Freôn -temperatures 
. " '• 
were closely watched.; The water flow rate, was constantly ad­
justed until the "difference between the inlet and outlet 
„ * ° 
•Freon temperatures was within the range of the Ç. È. Calrod 
. 
heater for a specific Freon flow rate. As soon-as the 0 „ 
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Fig. 9 Specific gravity correction curve 
temperatures remained steady for a period of time, .usually 
>. ° 0 
about 15 to 20 minutes, the =Calrod heater was then turned on. 
. ° 
The heat output of the, heater will immediately increase the 
".inlet Freon temperature. The outlet Freon temperature will 
slowly increase a little, usually a few degrees. 'The water 
flow rate must then be readjusted. The output of" the .heater 
must constantly be'increased until the inlet Freon.tempera­
ture approached the outlet Freon temperature. 
During.this"critical period, great precaution must be. 
. 
exercised in the adjustment, of the- water flow. It' is neces-
. . • • 
. • • 
sary that the Freon from the .condenser aust all be.in liquid 
form before flowing' through the pump. %ie centrifugal pump 
: 
was not capable of handling any Freon vapor. * The outlet 
Freon pressure gage must be closely watched at the same .time. 
If the gage needle fluctuated violently, it 'was a sign of ex­
cessive Freon vapor at the test pipe outlet. Therefore, in­
creasing water flow was needed to condense the vapor. .If the 
'.pump outlet pressure dropped due to pumping vapor, the pump 
had to-be stropped immediately. .-The above-mentioned procedure 
had to be repeated and extra hours were needed before steady. 
• 
.state condition could again be obtained. 
• • 
Once steady state condition was-reached, (no change of 
water or Freon temperatures for a period of time) each ther­
mocouple reading was recorded carefully. An occasional check 
was made ±0 be .sure .that there was no change of the therao-
couple readings during the run» While one"person was taking 
° 
the thermocouple reading, another person would record the 
% 
" O o 0 
manometer and the pressure gages readings and the Freon and 
• 0 0 
water flow rates. The heat rate given to the Freon by thej 
• o o 
heater was obtained by recording the current and the poten-
• . 
tial from the ammeter and the voltmeter connected to the 
» . 
heater circuit. ' After all-these were completed, the globe 
•  .  * °  •  *  
valve between the test section and the condensate tank was 
. • 
closed. The steam condensing rate.was obtained by taking 
the time needed to condense a half in.ch height- of water in 
. . 
the test section. The least count of the• stop watch used •' 
for the measurement is one-thousandth of. a minute. Interpo­
lation between the.least counts could easily read to one-ten 
thousandth of a minute, but it was deeme.d unnecessary to do • 
so. Local condensing rate.was obtained by letting the con-
' 
densate accumulate"in -the test section, thus gradually, de­
creasing the condensing area. This was accomplished by re^-
. 
cording the condensate"height in the condensing chest every 
ten minutes-. Several hours (one to eight hours) were needed 
• • 
for such a procedure. 
The desired .pressure at which the steam' condensed was 
obtained by adjusting the pressure water supply 0to» the S and 
o ° 
„K water jet exhauster and the steam0flow rate. The equilib­
rium condition was evident when the mercury column in the 
manometer stopped fluctuating A rough check6 on the desired ' 
59 . 
O 0 O O o 
° . . 
O ®o ^ 
pressure may "be made by the mercury-in-glass thermometer in-
o O ° ° o 
serted in the condensing chest. The thermometer was located0 
o ° 0 
in the bottom of the test section. A two to thr'ee degrees 
° 
.difference was usually experienced between the saturation • 
o 0 
temperature corresponding to the recorded pressure and the 
• • • ° : . ' • 
. thermometer reàdihg. This was mainly due to conduction • 
error. Prior to each run. under vacuum, the condensing chest 
was evacuated. The steam .was then -introduced into the test 
section. • . . • 
During .each'run,-the condensate pump was operated inter-
' 
mittently. Constant watch on the gage glass of thé conden­
sate tank-was- maintained. • Since the ' tank was also evacuated, 
it was found desirable to'keep the water level in the tank 
' . •• • • * . . -
low so that -there was always an evacuated space above the 
• condensate in the- tank. • • 
Promoter.was injected into the- steam through a neoprene 
. 
• 
cap early in the run. This was necessary'for perfect drop-
wise condensation; otherwise, mixed-type'condensation was 
evident from .visual observation .of- the test section." .The . 
promoter used .was solution of Benzyl mercapt.an (C^H^CH2* SH) 
and- carbon tetrachloride .(CCL ) which was used "as a solvent. ° 
Both chemicals are non-inflammable, colorless liquids. Ben-
. 
zyl mereaptan has a pungent smell, and care must be exercised 
ip. the preparation of the solution.. No exact measurement of 
° • 
the mercaptan and carbon tetrachloride was necessary. ° 
Usually, the solution was mixed in the ratio of one to one. 
The amount of the promoter injected into the steam was about" 
o o * Q ° 
5 cc. or less, depending on the surface condition of. the test 
pipe. No'previous experiments.by other investigators could 
e o • 
be used as examples, since most of the test areas used were 
. 
too•small, compared with the one used in the present investi-
gation. However, visual observation on the test pipe is 
* 
sufficient to 'know.whether the proper amount of promoter was 
'used. If excessive promoter were injected, the drops would 
be 'rather'irregular in'shape instead of th^-usual spherical 
form. The'injection'of the promoter .was accomplished by .a 
5 cc. syringe.• • • • • 
. '. . • . 
• Occasional cleaning, of the test pipe wâs necessary due 
; . - - . 
to oxidation of the test surface. This was done by intro-. 
ducing dilute solution of hydrochloric.acid (HC1) and.tap ' 
water into the test section. Since there was no way of 
stirring the solution in the. test section, the surface 
.cleaned was spotty. .The result of the second cleaning, us­
ing exactly the same solution, was ineffective. After the „ 
completion of the second sériés of runs,'the pyrex glass 
» e • « 
pipes were .disassembled. A thorough cleaning of the whole 
test pipe.was made by rubbing the test surface with a fine 
° o 
carborundum powder on a.wet cloth. Since the powder was ex­
tremely, fine," the whole test pipe was cleaned to a mirror 
finish. A ^ -in. diameter hole was drilled through the lower 
cast iron flange of the test section for evacuating air., and 
c ° • ° ° 
a .«new "set of test "runs was made. 
O o ° 
The#runs conducted .were at different pressures and he£t 
"loads. At "higher heat loads, the thermocouples fluctuated 
" ' . 
violently. °If the fluctuation of the thermocouple reading 
° ' 
exceeded five millivolt (about 1 F) the reading was dis­
c a r d e d .  . . . .  
Stéam samples from two. places were taken at intervals' 
° ° . 
during the experiment for checking the. content of;thé non- . 
condensable- gases- in the steam.' .Samples taken from the vent 
pipe showed excellent consistency of much less than 1% non-
côndensable gases by volume, while samples taken from the. ' 
test section varied' slightly (from 0.85% to 1.26% by volume) 
A dry vacuum pump was used to obtain a higher vacuum, in the 
sample testing apparatus when checking the non-condensable 
gas content in the test .section. ' The sample line was con­
nected to the suction line of the water jet exhauster. The 
increase in the non-condensable gases content qould well be 
due to the continuous removal of such gases .by the water jet 
exhauster. . . • 
' * . • ' . . 
Still and motion pictures (16 mmj taken at speçds of 2b 
» . <• 
and 64 frames per second) were taken at thé upper and lower 
• » 
'sections of thg test pipe during^ the two "series of the,exper­
iment. The reason for selecting these two sections was that 
e . « ° » 
the phenomenon of dropwise condensation at the upper section 
O ° o 0 „ . O O „ ° 
6f o 
was quite different froîq, that of the lower section.» These 
oo • • 
pictures were taken after equilibrium condition was dbtaijied 
e 
* e o 
• °o ° o 
and .data were recorded in order to obtain -representative 
° 
pictures of the drops- formed. 
T£.0° RESULTS 
. „ "A. Method of Calculation 
o 
Three sets of tests with pressures varying from 4%1+0 in 
. - • 
Hg °abs to 27.63 in. Hg abs. and ayerage heat loads varying" 
frcjm 1,770 -Btu hr~^ft~^ to 19,700 Btii hr~^ft~^ were made. :-
The first set of 'tests consisted of several preliminary runs 
during which no data were recorded. How.ever, as soon as the 
. • ' • • 
performance'of the test apparatus-Was considered satisfac­
tory., seven runs were recorded.- No data were, taken of the 
heat flux as a. function of pipe length - except' Run No... 7» 
Therefore, it•became difficult" to evaluate local'heat trans-
•' - - ". -. 
fer' coefficients along the length of the pipe on the other •' 
six-ryns. 
The second set of tests consisted of twelve runs, sev­
eral of which were incomplete due "to leakage 'in the Freon • 
pump during the runs. . They were numbered as la to 9a-. • Run 
•  •  •  . . .  
2a was discontinued when it was discovered that ,'Freoq. -vapor 
• * • . -
was leaking out from No. 5 thermocouple - into the condensing 
• * . • . 
steam.. During these twelve runs, the pipe* was cleaned .twice 
• • • . . *  '  
"by using dilute HC1 acid. Increase ip heat transfer coeffi-
° • * 
cients in thë runs immediately following "cleaning was -insig-
. : ' ' . - . - -
nifleant. • . . « . 
•° 
0 0 
The third setf of tests consisted of ten runs which were 
made under the most satisfactory conditions. The Freon pump 
o ° o 
• 
0 o o 
seal Vas completely effective. Extra provision was made for 
evacuating non-condensablè gases from tfre bottom of the" test 
^ section. TJie, copper-plated nickel pipe was polished to- a. • 
mirror finish. "However, the first run- "(1-b) showed -unusually 
. ' 
• • 
low .heat transfer coefficients. This. was. prabably due to. an 
oily film left*- on the surface -of the pipe f-rom .the. carborun­
dum. powder which was used as the cleaning agent, even though 
.the pipe wag rinsed with distilled water. After two runs, . 
the heat transfer coefficients- increased- and became stable. 
These ten runs were made at varying pressures and vary-
• ' 
: 
. 
ing heat loads in an attempt to duplicate some of the. preyi-
• ' .. • 
ou's runs, especially those in the- ?.ecorid sets of-tests. 
With- the Freon•pump working satisfactorily, it was possible 
- •' 
to increase the Freon temperatures of some of..these- r-uns.. 
Table 2 li'st's the -data taken in -the second and third 
. •• . . . 
sets of tests of the present experiment. Appendix A lists 
the data taken in the first set of tests, while Appendix B 
lists the time rate of condensate build-up .of the runs In 
• . * . ' • 
the test section for the calculation of the local heat trans-
fer rates. Since the annular cross section between the con-
'. • ' ° " 
centric nickel and glass pipes is constant, the product.of 
• , • •' -
the slops of the time rate of -condensate build-up curve,* the 
' 
area, and the 'density of the condensate gives the mass .rate 
° ® I o • 
of condensing, of the steam. The local heat-0 transfer rate is 
,65 
. i-jBno-
Ain dieter 
readings 
• ° cm. Hs. ° 
daro- ïhernio-
séooiid and third sets of tests 
•»low rate 
a^ean" 
.la. 51.15. 
2& 22.90 
. .  
3à 62.90 
La- U0.35 
5a :.38.50 
.$a 52.^0 
7a' -39.80 
8a- 26.90 
9a 5U.S0 
metric "meter; Warier 
pressure reading • . 
in. Hg dp ' • ft /mir. •ft^ /nir. 
: re on rreon *• * . Copper plug thenr.c 
1 
29.00 
29.05 -
29.05-
29.02 ' 
29.02 ' 
29,01-' 
29^03 • 
'29 i OU 
172,0 
.17.3-O 
151.5 
171.5 
-1-86.0 ' 
•Q.750* 0.0295 
• . ' • 
0.171 • 0.0031-
0-.377 \0.0lii5-. 
" -O.Ù37 0.019.1 
0.L25, 0,0191 
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3-70. Il6.ii- 117.0: 1U6.9 1A9.0 ' 116.5 12ii.Lt* '120.6 
'2.6.0 121;. 0 12U.1 167.0 165.5 12Ù.0 iiiO.O 12oi0 
3.60 125.0 Î25.0 181:0. -176.7 ' 125.0 li}6.0: 11-3.0 
3.00' 115.0 115.3 IL2.0 139.9 115.0 .121.0" 122:.5 
lb" 11.50 
2b '59.05 
3d 38.60 
lib 52.80 
5b .28.90 
•6b ".3.3Ô 
,7-b" 'US'. 00-
8b UU.oO 
.;9b '.17.2b 
10b 59.95 
29.19 
29.19' 
'29'. oU 
29.90 
'28.9k 
'28.91 
29.17 
. • • . 
' 29.22 
.29.18 
29.08 
• 200.0- • 0.658 . 0.0259 " • 3.20 125 iQ 125.0- 179.9 ..176.it -125.0 lii0.5 131.0 
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.151.0 ' 0.513 . '0.0202 3.60 '115.0 .115.2. lit'7'.O lUn.S 117.0 128.7 -121,0 
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:p.71it O.O32I1 '.iti50- .130.0 130*2 ' 201.2' • 199.6 IJO'.O 156.1 138.Ô-
160'.0. .0.555 . 0.0222 ' 3.60 -118-.0 118,3 155.6- 153,3 118.0 135.0 126C 
165*0 0.730. 0.'027U '. 3.80 1Ï5.5 115..7 ' lol.l 157-.5 '-H5.7 136.0 -130.0 
193.0 ' 0..667 O.O3U7 U.UO.,129.7* 130.0. 187>3 133.0 130.0'  IU6.5 " 1U9.3 
. . 
1>.5 ..' 0:397 OJD'138* . 3.60- 110ob 110.3 130.2 126.7 lld.Ô .116.il-- 111*0. 
•181l.5 
205.0 
• e e ® 
o o® * • e 
• O 
» e 
e » 
;r slug therr.occûples " . " . . . Surface . inside _ • 
thermocouples thermocouples i'.ater • r.ea^ er 
5 ' ' 6. " 7 • 8 9 •"•10 1 2 •• 3 'Î . ' * '2 ' V1 °ut V" amp volt 
; : : • r ^ : 1 7^ ' : : " 
L25.S- -ii9.o. ik'5.o -127.5' lis.o 116.0 .11^ .5 'lilt.o lili.'o 13U.2' .'-121.0 56^ . 101.0.16.1 185.0 
.21.1 129.5 122.0". 113.6. 118.0 "117.0 117.8" 12.3*0 122J 119.9 113.0--56.0- 96^ 0 15.7 . 203.0 
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.2li.U' • 12Ô.6 136-V -127.0 II6.5.II60-5'- •• . 133.5 _ . 56.0 ' 109.0. 16.9\. 215.0 
iiO.O 126-.0 160.5. 131.5 125.0. 12k.'0 '. . .' ' lko.0 13Û.S- 58.0 106.0 ' Ik.5 193.0 
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then obtained- by multiplying the mass rate of condensing 
° ° ° o 
steam by the latent heat° o£ the condensing0 steam. The local 
o • • o 6 , ° ° ° 
heat transfer rate was then plotted against the length of 
: - . 
ethe pipe"to-get a Heat.trânsfer» rate vs.'the condensing.area 
e * ° • « 
curve since the condensing .area is simply "the pipe length 
multiplied by- the circumference of the pipe, 7TD, which is ; 
• . 
constant. The slope'of this curve gives dq/dA. the- differ-
ential heat load. The local'heat load can be obtained when-
dq/dA is their plotted against .the l.ength ôf the pipe. Fig. . 
10 to 2? represent the heat transfer rate, q, and the heat 
• ; '. • . . 
load, .dq/dA, as. a-.function of the pipe length'. 
The heat transfer coefficient,, h, is - obtained by divid­
ing 'dq/dA "by aq, thé temperature difference between the 
steam and the condensing Surface. Ten values of heat "trans­
fer coefficients were computed' and the arithmetic.average of 
these heat transf.er coefficients is.taken as the mean .heat • 
'transfer "coefficient j-h_, over' the entire length. 
•The temperature difference between the saturated steam ' 
and.the cooling surface was obtained from a temperature curve 
along'the length of. the pipe. .The'curve was constructed from 
temperature readings obtained by-the plug surface thermocou-
pies located along the entire length .of the pipe.for each 
- ' 
. . ' . . . ' 
• * • # 
c .Fig0. 28 shows' the average heat transfer coefficient for 
O ° o 6 0 
the top one foot of the condensing length and the average 
Fig. 10". Rate of heat transfer, q, and heat load-, dq/dAj 
as a function of pipe length in Run la. (Curve 
"A is. q' vs. L and Curve B, dq/dA vs. L) 
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Fig.. 11 Rate of heat transfer, q, and heat load-, dq/dA, • 
as a function of pipe length in Ryn 3a. (Curve' 
A is q'vs. L and curve B, dq/dA vs-. L). 
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. Fig. 12' Rate of heat transfer, q, and heat load, dq/dl, 
as a function of pipe length in Run 4a. (Curve 
A is q vs. L and curve.B, dq/dA vs, L) • 
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Fig. 13 Rate of heat transfer, q', and heat load, dq/dA, 
as a function o.f pipe length in; Run 5a. (Curve. 
A is. q vs. L and 'curve B, dq/dA. vs. L) 
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Fig. 14 Rate o-f heat transfer,• q, .and heat load, - dq/dA,. 
• as a. function of- pipe .length -in Run 6a. (Curve 
A is q vs.. L and curve B, dq/dA vs. L) • 
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Fig. 15 Rate of heat transfer,, q, and heat load, dq/dA ^ ' 
. as a function of pip.e 'length irr Run 7a '. (Curve 
A is q vs. L and • curve B, dq/dA vs. L) 
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.Fig. l6 Rate'of'heat transfer, q,-'and heat load, dq/dA, 
as. a function of' pipe length in "Run 8a.' (Curve.. 
A is.q -vs. L and cur-ve Bj dq/dA vs'. L) . . 
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Fig.. 17 Rate of heat transfer,- q, and'heat load,- dq/dA, 
as'a function of pipe length in Run 9a. (Curve 
A-is-q vs. L and curve B, dq/dA. vs. L) • 
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F.ig. 18 . Rate, pf heat .transfer, q, and heat, load, dq/dA, 
as a function-of pipè length in Run lb. (Curve . 
A is q vs'. L and'"curve B, dq/dA vs. L) . • 
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, Fig. 20 • Bate of heat transferj q, and heat load., dq/dA, 
• as' a function of' pi&e length in Run' 3b-. (Curve 
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Fig." 22 Rate of heat transfer,'q, and heat load-, dq/dA, 
as a function of 'pipe, length in -Run 5b. (Curve 
: A.is q vs. L and curve B, da/dA vs.. L) 
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Fig. 23 Rate'of heat transfer, q, and heat' load, dq/dA, 
. as a function of pipe length in Run 6b. . (Curve 
A is q vs. L and curve B, dq/dA vs.. L) 
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Fig. 24 Rate of heat transfer, q, and heat load, dq/dA, 
as a function of pipe length; in Run '7b. (Cur.ve. 
A is q vs. L and curve B, dq/dA vs. L)' 
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Fig. 25 Rate of heat transfer,, q, and heat load, dq/dA, 
as. a function of pipe length in Run 8b.. .(Curv.e 
A is q vs."L and curve B, dq/dA vs. :L) 
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Fig. 26 R^te of hèat transfer, q, and heat load, dq/dA, 
•as a function of pipe length in Run 9b. . (Curve 
.A is q vs. L and curve'B, dq/dA vs. L) . 
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as a function of'pipe length in Him 10b. •(Curve 
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heat transfer coefficient of the entire length as a function»" 
° ° ° 
of saturation pressures of the condensing °stearn". Fig. 29 
e  0  o .  -
°  o  °  °  
shows these same heat transfer coefficients as a function of 
o  
heat load. Both figures show a definite linear relationship; 
" 
therefore, a straight line was fitted through the points "by. 
the.least squares"method (See Appendix C). - . ^ 
The result shows increasing heat transfer coefficients' ° - . • •• 
with increasing" pressures and heat.-loads. . This" is consist­
ent with results of some other investigators. 'However, no 
attempt was made to compare results with other investigators 
since the test's wer.e made under quite different conditions.; 
Most investigators conducted their experiments at or. above, 
atmospheric pressure and'usually at rather high tieat loads. 
The majority of them used'short condensing surface. 'Direct-
comparison would seen rather meaningless. Howeverj Fitzpat? 
5 
rick (25) us.ed 10-ft, g-in. diameter tubes condensing.at at­
mospheric pressure, and obtained"average heat transfer coef­
ficients varying from-1,170 to 4,180 Btu hr-1ft""2 °F~1. 
. 
The maximum deviation of.the heat transfer coefficients 
• • . ® 
at one particular pressure and heat load is about'32.8# which 
occurred .at a heat load of around 8,500 Btu hr~^ft~2. The 
« " 
deviation of the rest of the runs is well below.20%.-
°  *  O  
All the curves in Fig*. 10 to 27° exhibit the.same- trend,' ° 
'indicating that the results are consistent. The q versus 
o  .  o  »  
pipe length curve indicates high heat rate at the top of,the 
o o °e 
Fig. 28 Average'heat transfer coefficients.for 1-ft length 
and 10-ft length of. the condensing surface as a' .• 
function of saturation pressure of steam 
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°co°ndens£ng surface as evidenced by the steep slope. The. " 
0 o o » c •> ° ° " o • ° 
slope decreases0as the pipeolength increase's.. «At low steam 
. • 
condensing» rates the curve flattens, to a horizontal .line at" 
a relatively low condensing surface height (Run 3a)Run J.a 
. . . . . . .  "  :  .  
shows that the top and bottom portions, of - the condensing sur- . 
face have higher heat transfer than•the middle portion, a 
. • . ' 
trend incompatible.with the-'rest of the results. . It'wàs sus-
. 
pec ted that F^reon vapor "leaked out- from the No. thermocou- • 
pie aiid blariketed the condensing.surface, thus-preventing. 
heat transfer. .•=• . . •' • -
Photograph 4- shoVs .the drop's-of various.- sizes adhering 
on the condensing -surface'. The pic-ttire was taken approxi-• 
mately ten inches from' the top of the'pipe. - It clearly shows' 
•that the.' smaller' drops distribute more densely and the larger • 
drops, more sporadically. It alsp sho.ws the sliding drops of. 
• • ' - -
various diameters. ' The- largest-'one is about 0.15 inch in di-
• • • . ' - . . • 
ameter-. The one on the left side of the pipe was j ust. about • 
to slide down' (white spot above the" drop). This critical" 
* 
S * " 
size is about 0.096 inch in diameter. The part which con-
etains small drops is typical of the beginning stage of the ad-
* • . 
hering period during which -the drops continue to- grow. .The 
' o 0 » • • . 
left upper corner of the picture "shows large drops adhering on 
. 
a "scratch line along the pipe. These drops are inconsistent 
* .  .  
o 
yith the neighboring-•small drops. : This clearly indicates the 
. 
important effect of .surface finish on .dropwis.e condensation. 
0 © 
° o o o 
O o 
o o 
Photograph 4: Dropwise condensation of steam' on the upper 
... section of a vertical pipe 
o 

-Photograph fp shows „a part of the condensing surface 
' ° ' . . ° . I ° ° ° « 
which is approximately two feet "from" the "bottom of the pipe* 
It is evj.der^t that the condensing surface is covered with » • 
.". ° ' ' 
streams of a- thick" layer of o condensate which ac°ts as an insu-
»  °  '  °  o  °  o  
lading sheet over the heat transfer surfa.ce. -These two pho-
tographs were taken • during- the same'run. .Careful" observation 
of Photograph b reveals merging str'eams 013. the lower portion. 
" • . • * ' 
of the picture*. . The individual ' stream moved about the' con­
densing- surface at random. . ' w • •> « 
By the use -of a special magnifying device, it was 'possi-
. * . • • 
ble to count and. measure the drops on a "unit 'surface area on 
motion pictures taken'.. Jhe diameters of the drops vary from 
about 0.006 inch at the initial' stage to about 0.10 inch at 
• • • 
the critical stage. . The"area occupied by the drops on'a unit 
. • • -
surface area increases as the-diameter of the drops increases 
. 
The percentage - area co.vered by the drops - on a unit surfaçe 
• ' • \ • ' '.•• • • • .. • 
area varies from about .0.20 for an average diameter of 0.006 
.inch to about 0.51 for' an average diameter of .0.0^-6 inch. 
Therefore, it is .reasonable to .assume, that, the heat .transfer 
. - ° v ' • * . 
coefficient is highest at the .initial adhering period" since 
thé .area between the drops is bare metal area available .for 
; 8 • . ° 
heat transfer. From the hydrodynamical point, of° view, the * 
flow must, be extremely turbulent -within the drop during the 
-® 0 ° ° • # ° o 0 
"period of growth. It .is based .upon this experimental obser-
. ... 
vation thaf two different heat transfer, .coefficients, h^ and 
- -• ° o ' » u o g 
8° 
O o ° O 
. Photograph 5» Streams of .condensate on the lower, section 
of à' vertical pipe 
o o 
o 
e 
o o o 
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h were assumed0 in the derivation of the effect of condens-
, . - ... - ° « ° . 
ing «surface height on the coefficient0 of -heat, transfer. «The 
« o ° .• O . 
• ° ° * 
above experimental- observât ion. checks veil «with other experi 
° : - . : ' . 
ments. . Faticà and Katz; (23) reported an area -ratio about 
» . * • 
. . ; . •• • -
0.k5 and Hamnson (28) also reported that"the area ratio var-
•; * * " 
1.es with..time of 'the- adhering period and is 0.^4 at.the end 
.of the period. ' - ' 
. • • * • . 
Photograph 6 shows twenty-one' consecutive frames taken 
about ten inches from the top of the pipe. Although these 
frames show drops of varying .diameters,- careful observation 
reveals uniform drops.on.random spots. Frames 1 and 5 show 
a stream-emerging oh. the left side and Frames '2 and 6 show a 
path s'weept' clean of -drops, by the stream. • Frames 10..and 11 
show .a large and a small streaA -sweeping down the condensing 
.surface. -Frame 9 shows the sudden appearance of the larger 
stream. . This sudden appearance is .due to the closing'of the 
shutter of the camera in the time- interval- between Frames 8 
and Frame 16 reveals a sliding drop just emerging at the 
•top of .thé 'frame. The drop moved rather slowly % 'but it in­
creased in speed when it burst into •.a stream as shown on. 
Frames 20 and -21.- ' 
. 
Frames'1 to 12 on-Photograph .7 show the increasing • 
sweeping effect? of the streams. -oHowever, jainute drops begin 
•• "i . • * ° * . . 
to grow on the,left side after the sweeping. Frame' 5 shows 
turbulence when streams coalesce. .Frames 9 tô Ï2 show the 
o o 
O O  °  
o O 
o e 
. Photograph 6. • Ideal dropwj.se condensation of gteam on the 
upper section of a" vertical' pipe. ' (Growing . 
• and adhering.drops) 
o 
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Photograph 7* Ideal dropvzise condensation of steam' on the 
upper section of a vertical pipe. (Sweeping 
. drops) 

surface almost swept clean"ofs drons. ° ° • - „ . 
„ ° Photograph 8=shows another twelve frames*taken at a* 
: . ' . . . ' 
place about four feet from the bottom of the pipe = • The sur-
• ° 
. . 
# • . • 
.-face is covered with streams. -Scattered small 'droplets' are 
. • * - • • . • • 
seen between the streams. .The ineffectiveness of;such_a sur­
face-for heat transfer j.s- clearly' evident. • • 
A'Bell and .Howell 16 mm tide study motion picture projec 
tôr was used to study the wiping• period of' the sliding drops. 
It was - found - that the wiping' period is shorter at the lower 
part of the pipe than at the upper'-part". This' is due.to- the' 
fact that 'the sliding drops increase -'in speed as they move 
down toward .the lower part of the" condensing surface. • When • 
the condensing surface is high, the probability of many drops 
• growing to' critical size above the lower .part also increases; 
therefore', the lower the' condensing surface the oftener. it : 
will be-' wipeq. As a.'consequence, ideal dropwise condensa- - • 
tion is difficult.to obtain- at the lower section'of à high -
condensing surface.. 
•' B. Discussion of' Errors '• 
Heat balance for all runs were calculated, from the fol-
lowing- equation: ' • 
. ' * • * 
-Heat-.removed .by-condenser = heat" gained, by Freon . • 
. e • • . " • • • 
6 e * 
= .heat removed from-steam * heat added by heater 
: •. • •• . 
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Photograph 8. • Streams of -condensate on the "lower section 
of a vertical pipe. (Mixed- dropwisè conr 
. • ' . den-sation)' 
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The percentage error°ïn heat balance' calculations varies fyom 
0 
° ° ° ° 
ol.65^ to*°except Run la which has an error of 6.kb%. 
. ' - ' : ' 
• Sample calculation can be sçen-in Appendix D. -The determina-
« 
tion -of heat load involved measurements Qf" steam condensing 
o  
• • » „ 
rate' and the diameters of the' nickel and glass pipes. The 
* e . 
diameters of the pipes were known" to at least 1.0^. ' The out­
side diameter of the nickel" pipe was determined'"by a micro-
peter, and the inside diameter of the glass pipe was deter- • 
•min.ed by ah inside caliper.-ahd a scale*. The resulting error 
in cross-sectional area calculation is about 0.75/2'. • The 
error in measuring "the height of the -condensate,is estimated 
to be 6% .initially,- -but the average error should be below 1%. 
The error in .pressure r.eading and the corresponding- determi­
nation of latent heat of condensing steam is negligible in • 
the determination of.heat load. . The error in the calculation 
of - heat removed by the Freon cbndehser is estimated to-be. • 
about 3.7$ at high heat load.. This is- mainly due to error in 
the thermometers.and in reading time in obtaining, the cooling 
water rate. The heat.loss through the uninsulated.glass' pipe 
' 
was ealculat'ed -t'o be about l'.7$ at high heat load- The total 
maximum error-, in • any single determination of the .heat load is 
about 7'.2%. .Therefore, 'the percentage --error id. tieat balance 
: -
calculations of 1.6$% to 4.97^ is reasonable. 
. , • - -
The'pressure of the * saturated steam was measured with a 
. ' ' ' " 
mercury manometer within ± Oil cm Hg. By visual observation " 
°it° could easily =be estimated to" ± 0.05 era Hg.° This small 
error has very little "effect on the calculation of "heat load ° 
O » O 0 » 0 
or the.determination, of the saturation temperature, in error 
of 0.1 cm Hg'in pressure reading* corresponds to an - error of..-
' # » # 
o 
about 0.1 F in the determination of saturation temperature. 
Such an error has little bearing on the determination of the 
• . * • 
average heat transfer coefficient over thé entire cooling ' 
- ' . . 
sv-f' 2e r si- " .the temperature difference- on the steam side 
is large <ae lower part. ' Therefore, the erfor is not 
significant» 
Accurate determination orf the error of temperature meas­
urement is cuite impossible. Although the thermocouples -were 
calibrated' ai\ the steam point before being. installed in place, 
subsequent calibration at several Freon temperatures showed a 
maximum, deviation of. ± 0.5° F at several thermocouples. The 
•• • 
maximum temperature fluctuation occurred' at high heat loads 
with deviation- of about '* 0.$° F; _The potentiometer has an ' 
.accuracy of 0eÔ22?.-F. .How'ever, the temperatures measured were 
repeated ta insure reproducibility during each run. .When"all 
. • 
the errors are summarized, it' is estimated that the maximum 
•' • 
error in any single determination of heat•transfer coeffi-• 
!  . . . . . .  
cient should be below 10%• * • 
• . • . ' ' 
The resylts obtained from thq present investigation on; 
. . . * • • ' • * • • 
dropwise condensation show relatively low values of average 
heat transfer coefficient. This is principally, due to high 
° ° ° o o • ° ° o ° ° 
condensing0 surface heoight and relatively 0low heat" loads. ° 
o ° ° ° 8 
VI. DISCUSSION° „ . . 
e ® o # o 
° o ° o 9 o 
0 6 
. . 
A. Mechanism of* the Dropwise Condensation 
o e e O 6 
' 
.% » , „ • ' 1 
In the experiments on dropid.se condensation, the type of 
. . . . . . * • 
condensation depends on the wetting characteristics .between 
the condensate çmd the îoolirtg surface. .Filmwise condensa­
tion usually occurs on a wettablé surface,, while dropwise con-
. " 
densation occurs.on a non-wettable surface." The occurrence 
. 
of dropwis'e condensation is due-to the forces. acting between . 
solid surface, liquid,• arid vapor.-; Fig. 30 shows a drop in • 
contact with a horizontal metal.surface with.the forces acting 
on the drop. 
VAPOR 
LIQUID. 
oC 
• y •/ / v / •/ / y y / / / 
S O L I D .  . . .  
.'Fig. 30 Forces acting on the interfaces. 
between solid,"liquid, and vapor . 
When the angle o< is made equal to -zero, then the spreading • 
.tension S produced ban be expressed-as the difference°oT the 
interfacial .tensions.» 
' 
o ° 
. 
. - " « o •• 
S = S-l So — Sg . . * ° (6.1) 
• x ^ . 3 • . . 
. ... ° ° ' 
where &, is the surface tension between the solid, surface and 
. • . * 
the-vapof, Sp° is the sui'face tension between the solid sur- . 
• « • . • 
face and the liquid, and S-, is the surface tension between 
•• •• •. . 3 • • . • • • • 
the vapor and the liquidFor S > 0 the liquid will s-pread 
•  • •  • *  . . .  •  
over the .'surface v If S <• 0,'. thè liquid will draw off the sol­
id surface. -At equilibrium 
- % : •. ' . . • 
Sf = S2 ^ S, cos ok • (6.2) •' 
Substituting Equation (6.-2) into Equation (6.1), the tension 
S is ' • • • " 
. S = SV (coscx - 1). •' (6.3) .  
• • • . • • • 
No material-is known to exhibit-this property. Therefore, 
the cooling surface must be contaminated with a substance . 
which has a low'affinity for the vapor and a .high affinity. 
•• . • -
for the particular sui'face. used.* Thus a successful chemical * 
. ° 
compound will possess two main chemical parts, a hydrophobic 
• • * 
• • . 
(wa.ter-^epellen-t)- gtoup, e.g. a hydrocarbon of high* molecular 
. 
weight, and a 'chêmi'cal group whicheha's a high affinity .for * • 
0 ° ® o "o °o 
the metallic condensing surface.°oIf drçpwise condensation"is" 
to persist, the surface tensions •between the "liqûid and the 
° . °. • 
surface must" "be* grdater than the surface" tension between the 
- adjacent drops» If this" is not tjfue^ adjacent, droplets will 
. . .  
coalesce into continuous film. " " f 
* • " 
In the past, experiments on dropwise condensation were 
• • 
.obtained by applying some.promoter directly tb the cooling 
surface^ However, any promoter;applied to the surface will 
eventually be* washed "off by the condensate. In practical 
:  .  .  -  .  . . . .  
applications, an effective method, of inducing-dropwise con­
densation continuously is .to 'inject promoter into the vapor. 
.The promoter on the condensing surface.,' th.en, is continuously 
\ ' . . * 
replenished. % •• •' . • ' • 
The .mechanism, -of dropwise condensation- oh a vertical . ' 
surface has been observed as follows: ' .. 
1. Droplets on.the surface continue to grow by condensa 
tion at first and then by coalescence of other droplets lat.er 
. • 
until some grow to; be of critical size. • ' " . . 
2. The drop of critical size will sweep down the sur­
face from the top, leaving a'bare stripe which is again'ex-
•  • •  •  •  •  •  .  •  •  
posed' to Vapor for - condensation. In -this way the surface .is. 
' . . ' . . ' ' - ' ' 
periodically .cleaned ..by the droplets. 
• • • • ' .  •  '  '  • •  '  
3. The droplets are initially of a uniform size 'and . 
.. - " 
spheroidal in shape.» However, they soon-.-become non-uniform 
* •  * .  
until some critical "size, is reached.' •• o • • . • ° 
4. The sweeping et'racks of the droplets are irregular. 
Tracks -are of variable width, approximately equal to the con-
tact diameter0 of the droplet at the time when it commence^ to 
• e e o ° 
sli^ e down. The width of the sliding path will» be.slightly 
increased as the 'droplet grows "in size by coalescence with • 
. . 
other'droplets'in its.path. * : , ' 
• • 
5» °Qn a long vertical pipe, the lower portion will be -
;' : . 
intermittently covered by streams "of condensate irregularly 
• • 
spaced around the perimeter of the pipe. •Thes§ streams of • 
run off• -condensate render continuous and ideal dropwise con­
densation impossible over the area. Scattered dropwise .c.on-
• • • • . - ' 
densation does appear betwèen the. streams. • 
6. It is-possible that two different heat transfer co­
efficients exist' on the cooling surface : one is for. the ad-
•hering and growing drops'," and the other • fgr• the. falling drops 
7. It jnay also be said- that turbulent .circulation With­
in the drop, during -the period "of growth of the drop produces: 
high heat transfer coefficients 
8-.. Heat transfer coefficient for the falling drops is'. • 
poor due' to the thick film of condensate which has very poor 
. . .  '  .  .  -  •  
thermal-' conductivity. • . . . -
. . .  
: ' 
B. Basic Principles of Convection Heat Transfer -• • 
• « • * . 
. ° • ° 
' . • • . 0 . 
» • . * * ' 
"There are three ways in which, heat may transfer -from one 
O . ." ° * •' o 
body to another*: conduction, convection, and radiation. " The 
" ° O O ' O o ' 0 , " 
first law bf thermodynamics « states that heat originates.from 
» o ° ° . 
other «forms of energy. .The sec'ond law determines the direc- ° 
• « e e 
tion of ..the, transport of heat energy. . 
• o 
In the process "of conduction the heat energy diffuses* 
through" a body by -molecular motion. . The transmission of heat 
. • 
by radiation is in energy transmission, by -electromagnetic 
• . 
waves. . In the process of convection the fluid"is in motion 
"and there, is. mixing, of the d-ifferènt parts of the fluidi.-
' • 
This process 'is governed by the. laws-of fluid mechanics and 
• • • • 
• -
heat conduction. Free- convection caîï occur by the differ-
"  • "  •  
ences in density of the part's of fluid which are .at different 
temperatures; while in forced convection,' the-.mixing motion" 
is maintained by.external forces. Both laminar and turbulent 
• ' ' 
flow can' occur in either fïee or -forced convection. In' tur­
bulent f-low heat, transfer is accomplished by violent,. random 
- . . ' • 
motion of fluid 'particles. Its-phenomenon is rather complex. 
Thermal conductivity plays a secondary role only in this • 
mechanism. Heat transfer 'during laminar flow, depends chiefly 
on the thermal conduction between flui^d layers. -Usually the 
• • • ' • • ' -
three modes ôf heat.transfer occur.simultaneously. "The proc-
. . . .  •  :  •  
• • • 
ess of heat ' convection cannot occur without heat- conduction 
'but heat conduction is possible without convection; . 
. - ' 
The differential equations QÎ heat transfer by "convec-
O o • . 
tion are derived from the principles of fluid, dynamics and 
. « . . 
the theory°of heat conduction. In jbhêse equations the ° g 
ind°ependetit variables are usually^  the space coordinates x, y% 
and z and time t.° The dependent variables are .velocity, tem-; e • • . 
perature, pressure, au'd properties _o-i the fluid.. The 'impor-
• . " 
tant differential eqiiatio"ns of fluid, f-içw are: 
.The continuity equation" * ." • 
+ -&( P + iLE_zl '+ ^(-P v) = 0 '• 
dt ~à x : 8y- .d z 
- (6.4) 
The momentum equation 
='Ix*Px'*'Fx (6.5) 
pâz 
* dt 
= f â v y d v -  v d v  ^  v d v  
dt dx dy dz Iy "-f Py  ^Fy-
(6.6) 
P1. = ;e dt ' dx " .ay dz !Z * pz + Fz (6.7)' 
where '• . • •• ' - • • . ' 
• • • • . 
.P = density'of tie fluid'- "... 
.  
x  
. . .  .  
u, v, and w =;- components of fluid velocity.in the x, y,• 
'  . %  
. • .- and z directions ; . : .. 
. ' . 
„'t = tilde - ; 
. ' • ' . . ° • ; . . * 
: e 1^," I' , and I2 = inertia forces in the x, y, .and z direc 
tlons.. In general, Iv and I_. are zero. 
o e ®  C O  ° X o  y . 
Px? Pyt and ?z - .pressure forces in the x, y«, and. z di-« 
. * 
' * restions, ° . • • 
. 
F_, F,_, and F_ =. frictitinal forces in- the x, y-, and z° 
-x- y - 2 „ = 
=• . . 
'directions. •• 
The differential equation o'f heat conduction can be ex-
. • -
tended'to-the case of a moving fluid in the absence .of inter-
nal-heat generation . ' • 
,i2L 
aavàfi + u^â'* tm . + ygs. = jç_ ¥2. *£&*£§ 
dt at. ax _Jjr . iz .-.P=p l»x2 dy2 dz2) 
(6.8) 
where 6 = 'temperature _• •• •' • 
k = thermal, conductivity of -the fluid . 
c_ .= specific, heat of the' fluid- at constant pressure 
•• *P . • '• * 
. • - - . . ' 
'Solutions t>f"these differential equations.have been found in 
only a few.simple cases, and only-urider certain simplifying" 
assumptions of the particular problem. However', .in practical 
applications of heat .transfer, a proportionality factor $ h, 
called the coefficient"of heat transfer, is defined by 
where Q = r.ate of heat transfer oo ° ' 
A = area-of the surface of €he heated body 
G = temueraturé' difference «between "the fluid" jnediun 
» and the surface of the' body. 
' * - . ' 
. ° 
° 
The proportionality factor, h, is a measure of heat 
• . * c » „ 
transfer jper unit area per unit time under ynit temperature° 
' 
gradient-. The heat transfer- coefficient has been found ex-
• e * o . 
•perimentally to depend on the properties of the fluid,.its 
velocity, and upon the-properties of the surface. It has the 
. 
combined effects of heat'conduction through 'the liquid layer 
on the surface and heat convection in the fluid. - ..." 
•Theoretical determinations of heat transfer coefficient 
h have been, few- due -to mathematical difficulties. Ey émplby-
• . 
ing the principle'of* similarity '(integral, differential, and 
-
dimensional) to the fundamental- equations; many results have 
béen .obtained; The majority' of -available values- for h has '• 
. . • 
. 
been obtained by experimental determination..--
'Theoretical calculation of heat transfer coefficient of 
dropwise condensation was proposed by Sugawara and Michiyoshi 
•(62>. They derived .two -heat transfer Coefficients,'one for 
. . .  •  .  .  .  -  -  •  .  '  
the adhering drops o< atid the-other .for the sliding'drops 
. •- . • " : - • ' 1 . 
oi0» Then the average- heat transfer coefficient oi is given 
• ^  • • 
e
. . S 
" . " 
by the fall owing, equation: o . ° . ' "• •• * •• • 
whQre ° 0 
0 O  o O O o c 
° AT]_ = average temperature" drop from vapor to #the "con- 1 
0 e 3 
den sing surface of "the" adhering drons .at the° in-
• ° • . 0 * '
.-.terval^. ' ° 
O  -  =  o  0  
°  o  °  0  
. = average temperature "drop from vaporoto the con-
o  •  e  0  
- • densing.surface of the sweeping drops "at the in-
» 0 • ê o  e  «  
• o e o e • • 
. • terval V . ' '• ;3 * . 
"  • '  •  '  • •  •  '  V .  • '  
.Each of .these variables is in turn- a function of-many other 
e  •  .  
. ° : - . * • . . 
variables. However, the authors assumed a short condensing 
surface. - Many. of. their- simplifying assumptions are of doubt 
. . .  . . . . . . .  . .  
ful'-validity, such as the difficulty of evaluating the ther­
mal--conductivity at -or. near the edge - of the droplets; ' 
A review of .literature, has shown that the determination 
•. ° . . 
of heat transfer coefficient•of dropwise condensation has' 
- . - ... - ' 
•been, mostly experimental. The determination•of the local 
. 
-heât transfer coefficient in the present experiment' is ob-. 
- 
1 
.. * . • 
tained from the'definition . . . . 
- sizei ' ' • ' (6-P) 
However, "whenever possible, a check is made by"using, the fôl 
lowing equation's: 
•  ^o 
dqo =°-k^dA = ohAôdA, .o .* • *° (6.12) 
; ' ° ô ° °° ° Effe°cto of Height of Condensing Surface 
° 
6 O ° ° °°° e 0 
on Average Heat Transfer Coefficient 0 • ° * 
° ° . " 
. . ' . ' ' . ' -
o  -
° The effect of the condensing surface height" on6 the aver-& 
-
age heat transfer coefficient can be qualitatively evaluated, 
• • . * ' • . • • 
with some simplifying assumptions. Fig. 31 shows» a vertical 
. • . ' • • . " 
pipe which: serves as.- a vertical' cooling surface for steam 
condensation as in. the present experiment. The pipe his a. 
- - - : ' . - - ' ' . 
length L and an outside diameter -D. Two possible types of 
• * „ • . 
condensing drops occur simultaneously on the surface.• One 
• • • -
type'adheres and grows, and.the other'slides and coalesces. 
O -'o O . 9 0 
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Fig. 31 Droptri.se condensation'on 
• * * Vertical pipe . . 
The sliding and coalescing "drops eventually form „a stream "of „ 
s 0 0 o ° „ . ' * ' ° ° 
condensate flowing down? the condensing surface. Sugawara and 
Michiyoshi (62)° defined a heat transfer coefficient., h,, as ° 
. . ° °. = • ° . = Q 
o . . o e o3 0 
the heat transfer coefficient of the adhering and growing ' • 
o  "  .  .  •  •  • •  
.drops. In the derivation to follow, it will be convenient to 
define an additional heat transfer coefficient, h^, as -t&e « 
. . '• ° 
heat transfer coefficient of the sliding and coalescing . * •• 
drops. When sliding down the drops coalesce with-all- the 
drops that are in its path. .However,-if the surface.is high, 
•• .  
1  
'  '  '  '  . • 
these coalescing drops will form a film of. condensate over 
• . ; • . • • 
the condensing surface. This is'due to the-fact-that drop 
form can be ' maintained only g.s long as the surface tensions 
are able to keep the surface non-wet table." If the resultant 
tension is positive,. the condensate will spread over the 
surface: On a vertical, surface, the-amount of the. condensate 
increases toward the bottom.'- Therefore, the..lover portion 
of the condensing.surface yill have a lower heat•transfer • 
coefficient due to t&e poor conductivity of the condensate ^ 
r - ' 
A high cooling 'surface, therefore, will have a lower•average 
•  .  .  .  •  .  . •  •  •  
.heat transfer coefficient., •' . ; 
From experimental observations on the.-preseht investi- .. 
gation, continuous- sweeping of the adhering, and growing drops 
• • , * 
•  •  •  e  e e  
.is made hydrops that have, grown to a critical size at .the « 
. •. • •• 
top of the cooking surface. The velocity of'the sliding . 
e* . , 0  * .  
drops increases as they mbve down the.vertical surface until" 
°0 ° « . » • 
it reacHes a limiting val.ue. I£or the following derivation, 
<= however, average values of c drop, diameter",° d, and velocity, v, 
• S o  
will be used. These yalues, consequently..are independent of 
" - , ; ' ^ - -
the height of the surface. They are so ' chosen, that? they will 
"•result in an.average heat transfer coefficient: 
' ' ' 
„ Let the "average temperature difference between the satu­
rated steam and the condensing surface be A 6. To. be more °° 
* • 
•  '  .  1  •  '  C  
specific, let A9^ be the temperature'difference between the 
saturated .steam and the surface covered by the adhering and 
• • 
growing drops, and AQr be the temperature difference between 
the saturated.stëam-and the surface on which the drops slide 
down. It will, be assumed that the average- values of these. • 
• • -
temperature .differences 'are constant for a specific ;condi- •. 
tion. For a differential area, dA',. at a-distance" y-from the-
top, there will be ft drops per"tinit time. Therefore, there 
• • • • • '  •  •  
are. : . .. ; / • . • 
... . - '»'=.?& " - • • • (6-iy 
. : • -, • •• 
. • 
. 
drops per unit area. . . .. . 
• • • . ' 
The equation of heat transfer written for the diffçren-
.  .  .  %  . . .  
tlal area dA is. as follows • . . • ' 
: • . • • 
. . . • • • . • 
• • . • • 
. . .  •  
'dq =.4i aôcLA =' pd3ldN • - . I (6.14) 
oS 
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or — f 5-22JL21- „ • • : ° . • (6.15) •• 
dy 
PA 
where q = heat flux- 0 ° . 
0  .  •  5  O  # o  o  
- ' - : - . - - - Y 
dA - TTDdy ' . 
h = local heat° transfer coefficient 
- - . - ' - - ' 
., »p = density, of the condensate . - , 
.. ° . ° . " 
d = average diameter of the drop.' For simplification, 
" . . • . ' • « ° . 0 . . I 
the volume of- the drop will be defined as d->. 
. ' . : - : : 
1 = latent heat of steam/ 
. - . • 
N- = total .number of drops per unit time ' ' 
f. • * • • ; 
M = total numbèr of drops.per unit aïeâ * .' ; . . • 
• However-, .the differential area dA can be divided into' area * 
.  • .  . .  . .  .  . *  •  •  
"occupied by the adhering and growing drops cLA^' and area ocçn-. 
• • . -
.pied by the sliding -and 'coalescing -drops dA^. Since• the for-
- • * . • e : • r 
: . - . • . 
.mation of the "sliding and .coalescing drops-is a"-function* of. 
the surface tensions (S^, S^, and -S^)? the density of the 
condensate, P - the density of the. saturated vapor, p_, the 
• * 
• < , »* . • 
viscosity of.the condensate ,JJL, the diameter of the drop, dr 
•  *  * •  •  
and-the velocity, of the sliding drops, v. 'Thèse quantities 
• . • 
.  • • • •  1  ,  *  «  
-pan be defined -by the. following, dimensionle s s °Pi terms as ». • * 
P = P 
ls3 s3 s3* . 'M' 
•(6.15) 
O O 
e 
o o 
o 
"Then the, portion °of the differential area dA that is covered 
6  ? O  O  O  o  O  o  
by the sliding and coalescing drops becomes 
«  °  O  .  
e dAr = Pd^MdA" ° „ . . (6.16) 0  a  o o  e ° o °  '  0  
. 
*• 6 
• ° ° ° 0° 
' and the «portion that is covered by the adhering and growing 
•  »  o  •  e  3  
drops is J . . ' 
• ° 
- - -
. ° 
•' ' . '• •dAd- = dA dAp ; 
... .. = dA(l - PtA) . ' ' ' (6:1?) 
: • - • - • : . • 
• « * 0 • • 
' 
Then the total heat -transfer through the differential area 
dA muât 'equal to the sum of the heat transfer through .the 
areas dA^ and dA^.V Written in. equation 'form, it can be ex-
.pressed as follows: .• ... 
v . . ' 1  • •  .  • '  
h A@dA = hp AG^dA^ + h^ AG^dA^ _ (6#l8) 
• • • 
. . ' . ; ; ' -
where h%, = average'héat transfer coefficient of the sliding 
•  °  e  •  •  *  
• •• and coalescing- dtops, / ' 
. . . 
••h^ = average, heat transfer coefficient of the "adhering 
» 
• • and growing drops. • . • * . . * • 
By. substitution of' Equations°(6.16) and" (6.<>17)„ into 
. ' - : v . 
Equation (6.18), the following result is obtained 
h A 6 = hpA°9r Pd2M .+ hdA06d(l » ° (6.19) 
Or expressed in terms of number of drops"perv.unit time, Equa 
tion .(6.19) can be 'expressed as . ' = 
- . . . ' 
" " . 
- ' i%2'- .48," ' " . 
.  .  •  o  « ,  »  *  6  
• • • 
. . ., » » » 
- ' . . 
Differentiating h with respect to y, Equation' (.6.20) becomes 
• dy = ChpA 6r -
' By.direct substitution of Equation (6.15) into Equation 
(6.20), the following expression of ^  is obtained ' 
§y = -Ch ' (6.22) 
where 
c = (iyAea 
Equation (.6.22) can be integrated, holding G constant. 
0 • 
Therefore . '• . .• . /• . . 
• . •" • • . •• • •• •: . 
*  o  •  "  *  #  
In h — -Cy "*• *Ci » ° e s° "(6.23) o J- o . 
6where O, is an integration constant which0can? be evaluated 
from thg limiting condition. Since, at the ctop of theopipe, 
0 „ o o o 
the sui'face is covered with only the adhering and growing ° 
oo o ° ° o ° ° o 0 
drops, that is for y approaches 0, h - h^, and = In h^ 
and Equation (6.23)°can be expressed°as 
g- = *. <6:30. 
hd 
"whçre e is the base.for natural logarithms » 0 „°° 0 
. . . ° - *. 
Equation (6.24-) expresses the Relationship between the . 
local heat transfer coefficient, h, and:the height of the . 
•  •  e  e  '  6  e  
condensing; "surfaçe. Many physical phenomena exjaibit this 
exponential* trend. Graph!calmly, .this• relationship can be 
" • • . - ' . . 
expressed by an exponential curve. When y approaches zero, ; 
«  •  •  0  *  •  ,  
h = hi. In other words, at the top where the drops are ad-
• .* * . 
hering and.growing 'the local heat* transfer coeffielent h is 
. . 
equal to the heat -transfer coefficient of d-ropwise condensa-
• oe • ° • e « 
' ° <• ° . . * 
tion which has. a high Value according to many former investi-
° • • O . • 
gators. ° This0 is. also true - in the present experiment.° As the 
. ' " . ' * 0o ° • • ° . . ° . 
-height increases,' the heat transfer coefficient, h,. will de-
• '  .  •  -  -
«crease until it becomes asymptotic to the x-axis. However, 
o 0 O O O 
.physically this is impossible. Therefore,°therè must0exist 
a critical height" below» which the sliding ^rops start to 
0 
coalesce into a film, and. the local heat transfer coefficient 
o ° ° o ° 
approaches that of" filmwise condensation. „ 0 
o  -  -  o  o  O  
o o ° o 
o 0 0°° oo o° , e 
o ° . « o o o o ;o c 
o 
O too „ ° 
» This "approximate derivation checks" °f airly well with ex-
- "" .. ' " 
perimenctal determination «pf local heat transfer coefficients. 
°  
0 0  
°  
0  o »  °  °  .  o  
Since °by definition ,o the local heat transfer"coefficient\is° 
It is. evident" that .the functional relationship °between- h and" 
-the height, of the cooling" surface should have about the same 
characteristic as the functional "relationship between — "and 
: J \ - dA V 
the height .of "the cooling éurfacè. . Since".—^ decreases along 
- :• dA • 
thé height from top to bottom, .therefore y h also decrease's 
proportionately- along the height. .Consequently-, ' as the • 
- . • - ..." ' » • . 
height - of. the cooling surface .increases,' the average of. the-
.'. . ' - - \ . . : - . 
heat transfer coefficients over the'whole length of'the sur-
. . ' ; - - . - . 
face, will decrease appreciably.' .. . •. 
o =0 ° 0 =» 
o °00 - ° O ° ° O °1-+1 O '= 
; • 0 ° VII. SD>ÎMAEYC • o° . . ° 
. . . "  "  .  
- ° / % . " ° % o; . 
The heat transfer• coefficient obtained by dropwise con­
densation iso ohigher than in other .modes'çf condensation,. ° Hqvï 
o  o  °  
°ever, this, is truec only if the condensing surface .is'relative 
• * 
ly short,"or jLf some means are provided for the removal of" 
e  o  ®  '  *  •  *  *  *  
condensate "streams at the ' lç>wer -part of the condensing-- sur-
/ ' ' . . . - ' : " face. . . • • • 
•. . . • . • 
The experimental results of this investigation showed à 
'high heat transfer coefficient of between 3,000 to 8,00.0' Btu' 
» * . , . 
hr~ ft~^.°F~ at th§ top one foot of. the pipe depending on .* 
- * . • * • • • . . 
the condensing' pressures and heat loads. The heat transfer .. 
coefficient decreased as the condensing ..height increased. A 
theoretical derivation of the effect of the height "of con- . 
• • r 
densing surface on the heat'transfer coefficient showed- that'. 
a $ * * °° • . • 
the coefficient .should, decrease as height of surface" in- • • ' 
çreases. The average heat transfer -coefficient over the en-
« e • q . * • • * • • 
tire height obtained °dn" the present'-investigation showed a . 
«  ° .  •  e  *  . .  •  •  
.rather low mean value of 1,250 Btu hr~^ft~2 °F"^. " -When this. 
' ; .- - ... . - . ' 
was compared with the. coefficients, obtained by other invest 
" « . ' 
tigators6 who used à short econdens±çg "height, ttte present re-
' * ° 
suit seems low. However, £t is. comparablè with the" results 
0 0 ° °  °  °  "  .  °  c  
°of Fitzaatrickvet.al.(25) whose average*heat transfer.coef-
ficient o*n vertical 10-ft by l^in. outside .diameter No. 18 
° ° © ° 
gage tub%s varied from 1,170 to 4,180-Btu hr~ jft~~ °If" . 
°A° study of the motion pictures? revealed that the ratio of 
° ° 
area," covered by drops in a unit 0surface area is small during e 
°  -  „ o  °  
the initial adhering period, increases with tlie growth of the 0 
° 0 o „ 
drops and»tends to remain constant"at the°end of the adhering" 
° • . • 
period. This ratio increases from.0.20 for an averâge diame-
. • • 1 . 
ter of 0.°006 inch to about 0.51 for an average diameter of 
=0.046 inch. Therefore,-it 'is reasonable -to conclude that the . 
heat transfer coefficient is higher during the initial adher-
• • " . . • 
ing and' growing period. • During the. sweeping period, heat is 
• • ' * . . . 
conducted through the film, of condensate streams; therefore 
the heàt transfer" coefficient is lew. 
' 
Simplified.theoretical derivation-seemed to confirm the. 
*  .  .  
• "  •  •  .  •  •  
relative lo.w value, of. average' heat transfer coefficient" over-
a high condensing surface. . .. 
* . . * • '  
It can be concluded that the injection of a 'chemical 
•• 
* • • 
compound into the steam flow at -regular. Intervals to promote 
. ' • ' '. . * ' " 
dropwise .condensation 'is -the most practical method. The di-
rect application, of a coat of. promoter .on the. condensing sûr-
• • • - . . 
fac.e becomes ineffective, with -the lapse of time, and the re-
• • . • ' • • 
application of the promoter to the surface is usually•imprac-
• « . * 1 • « 
ticral in actual application^.. The promoters on the condensing 
"  ° °  •  . . .  .  
surface/are continuously repïenished""'in.*the injection method. ° 
o 
o c 
o 
° o 
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Table 3« 2xoerlT.ent.al.data on the' first set ox tests 
- - . ; . . - /. - - ' ' 
Bar6- . Therao- ' FloS' :'zt? 
,Ron . meter 
, readings' 
metric * 
' pressure 
meter .-
reading 
Water . 
f-fe3/nin 
. Steam, 
ft^/min 
Freon . " • 
. . Freon • * 
* 
. _ Copper plug the 
an Eg ^n. Hg 
• . :• 
„gpm *• xn 
6 *  
out 
* 2 - h • -5 • 
1. 
• e 
11.61; • 29.Où.. _ „ 1 * ' 0.6501 '0.0113-' : i.do 
-
107.0 -107.0 '188.0 186:0 160.9 128 
2 - ..37.16 * 29.01' . 0.600* . 0'.008l' .'.o.sq .108.-0 ifglo 171.0' 170.0 
• • • 
1U6.Î) .123 
. J '• • 26.50 29.0k 186.5 " . o:so2 • 0.0085-.' 107.5 107.5' 178.0. . 106.0 186.0.' 130 
'$• 31.16 
. • 
' 29.05 * •162.0 0.500 0.0335 - • !*?5 131.0 131.5 158\5." 170.2 13Ï.0* 
• ; 
1^2.0 " Hl2 
,12.17 • 
i ' * • 
' 29'.00- ' ; . 131.0 ' o.Uoo • . 0.0190. "3.9Z 115.0' 115.0_ 128.0*. 126.5 115.5. 123 ;a 'lie 
\  " .  '  - %  '  '  
°° • • » ° 6 • • o 
0 0. e &> . 0 0 6 , « 0 * 0 oo 
° 0 - ° 
°o % O oo O „ o ° ?. 
. . ° o0° = » „ . ° ° 
o 0° o ° • o e 
o 
8 
. % . . . °°° ° . ° : 
O ' o. " 0 ° O 
o 0 0 ° ' o° 
O C °°S ° O 0 O 
. u* s ° •• 
o0 O 6 ° ° 0 
% . 
o  *  
t » 
O » _ ° 
D • * Temperature-F . •» . 
nlug the m oc ouiile s ' . *' Svtriace ... Inside. 
5 • 6. . 7' ' s : . • 9 îcr ; *i . • 2 13 •: i " . 
thermocouples ..thermocouples. . i''~a«fcer o * . 
• -in "eut amp Volt 
; 128-10 118.0 • 1-12,0''.108.9 108*.0 _ 185.0 • 136i0 108.0 J57;o_ _ 78.^ JLlt.5 219.0 
" . . • • •  
0  
.  
• . .123.9' 116.0 112.0 110.0 108.0 ' 169.0. ' 132.13 108.0 : 1L2.0 • ' : $8.0 • .76.0 II4.60 219.0 
186.0. 130.0 179.$ 113.0 109.3 -3J37.5 '179..0 ' 130.0 107.0 -^6».0 . • 56.0 o 6?.0 10.0ColSU.0 
1^2.0 ' UÎ2.0 169.3 .135.5-133.3• 131.5 ; ; -153.5 "132:0 ' .$7.0 123.5 .0o . *0 
123:0 3,18.0 -130.6 .'-117.0 .116.0 li-5.0 ' '. _ 121'.5 . 118.0 ..5? .5" *111,5 12.0 232.0 
• • • 
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Table 4. data on condensing rate of steam o o 
Run no. Time Height ° Run .no. Time° °° Height, 
min. ft in„. o0 °° min. = ft in. 
. . o ° ° ° ° f ° ° 
27 ° 0 0 - 3/4 
•30 ° 0 - 3/4 
35- . 0 - 3/4 
37 . 0 — g 3/4= 
37 0 -5 3/4 
36 0 - 3/4 
40 0 — 3/4 o° 
45. 0 3/V.. 
70 0 0 - 3/4 -
la . . °  0 3a. o0 405 °0 7 - K11/16 
' CCoirt'd) 420 :7 7 7/lé 
0 °6 435 0° 7 - 10 1/8. 
; - 450 8 ---o 7/8 . 
465 00 8 - 3 3/8 
0 480 8 - ° 5.15/16 
° 495/ °«8 - 801/4 
. 510 8 - 10 11/16 
°° . 525" • 9 - ° O 15/16 
' - ° 5W . 9.- 3 3/32 
555 «9 - 5 
Sa 0 .0' " ° ' 570 -'% 9 "6-7/8/ 
15 .'0 - 6 3/4. . . , ' ^ ° 9 - g 9/16 
30 0 - Il 1/4 -s • • 
. ' 45 1 - 2 3/4 ' " . . . ° \ " 
60 1 -„ 6 a/4 
75 1 - .9 9/16 
. 9 0  2  -  0  5 / 1 6  °  
• 105 2 - 4 1/4 
120 2°- 7 1/8 = 
0 135 2 -° 10 .1/8" 0 = 
»! 50 = 3-2 ° °° 
165 3 - 5 /Q 
180 . 3 - 7 7/8 
195 3-10 13/16 
' " 210° . 4 - 1 5/8 
225 0 0 4 - 4 9/16 
240 4 - • 7 5/8 
°° 270 0 5 - ° 1 1/2 
- • 285 5 - 4 7/16 o 
o 300 5-7 7/16 
315 5 - 10 1/2° 
330 6 - 1 5/8 
345. 6°-° 4 7/8 
360 6 - 7 15/16 
375 6 - 10 15/16 
.390 7 - 1 3/4 
4a •° 0 :°P. 0 
0 
0 ia 0 0 0o- '°9"]/2, 
9 °°20 c 1 - 10 1/16 
° 30 ' 2 - 7 1/2 
40 3 - 4 3/4 
. 50 ' gl 0 0 
60 4 - 16° 1/4 
0 0 0 
. 70." 5 - 7 3/8 
80 . 6 -° 5 V4 
. 90" 7 - 1 1/4 
e © 100 7 - 9/5/16 
0 6 ' 110 8 - 4 1/8 
120 » 8 -.10 
130 „:9 - 2 3/8 
140 » 9 - 5 y 2 
I50,e 9 - 9 
5a • 0 0° - 0.1/2 
10 le — 21/2 O 20 2 - 3 7/16 
30 0 3- 3 1/4° 
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Table 4.. (Cont'd) O O 
°0 
0 
Hun no» Time 0 ° Height ° Bun no. Time Height 
„ min. ft in. e ° min. 0 ft in. 
5a 40° 4°-
(Cont-d) 50 = 5 r 
60 6 -
0 70 7 -
0 80 7 -
: ° 90. 8 -
° ° 100 ° 9 -
0° -° e 110° 9 -
6a . "Cf ' 5 °0 -
10 1%-
20 2 «-
" ° . 30 . °3 -
' 0 4-0 4 -
50° 0 5 -
60 ° °? " 
70 . 6 -
80 = • 7 -
. . . '90 .8 -
100 9.-
110 » 9 -
8° 00 °. 120» 
° » 
9 -
7a °° 0 0 -
% =10 1 -
20 3 -
30 4- -
8a .40 6 - 1 0 
(Cont'd)" 50 f - 3 1/2 
60 q - 3 
70 8 °- 11 
80 9 _ 4. y/8 
90. 9 - 9 
9a ' 0 . -0 
id- .1-- a i/8 
20 1-11 7/8 
30= 2-10 1/.8 
°- ° °40 3 - 8 1/16 
o ° 50 4- - 5° 9/16 
0 60 5 -. 3 5/16 
. 70 " -6 - 1 7/8, 
80 6 -.10 3/16 
- 90 6 7 - 7 5/16. 
- 100 . 8 T. 3 v8 
6 8 110 . 8 - 10 1/8 
120 9 - 3 5/16 
» - 130 » 9 t. °? V4- • 
1 b  . 0 , 0  =  
) 13/16 • 10 - 1-7 7/8 
; 1/2 20 3-3 5/16 
f I/16 c °30 4 .-. 8 3/16 
. . 3 1 / 2 ,  4 0 °  6 ° -  0  1 / 8  
4-0 eo 5 - 10 3/80 ° 50 7-2 7/16 
, 5 0  6  -  1 1  1 / 4 -  .  .  6 0  8  -  2  1 / 1 6  
= . 0 60 .7 - 10 5/8 . 70e 8-10 1/4-
7 0  8  ^ 8 ^  \  '  - ë q  9 . _  1 ,  
. . |8 1: 1$6- •• 90 8Vlt 
o  0  O O  
o 2b 0 0 - =0 1/4-
8a c 0 0,- 1 . 10 0 - 9 3/4-
108 1 - 9 » ° 20 1 - 7° 1/4-
° ° 20 3 - 4- 5/16 . 30 2 - # 5 1/4-
30 An, 9 <1/16 „ „ ' 40 « 0 3 - 0 1/2° 
Table 4. (Cont'd) 
o o 
o  o  
Run no.o Time Height «Run no.° Time ° Height 
° min. ft in. ° " =» min. ft in. 
•2b s' 50 ' 3 - 8 1A 56 
(Cont'd) 60 V- 3 7/8 
. - ..80 % 5"- 7 1/4- . 
% 90 - 0,15/16 
100 .6-2 
° 0 110 7 3 11/16 
. ° 120 7 - 10° 3/4-
0130 •• 0 8 3 7/1=6 
14-0 .8 - 9 1/4- ° X 
150 -9 - ,1-15/16 o, 
160 9 - 5 1/È 
170 - 9 - °8 5/8 . ^ 
3b °o O- 0 - 0 5/16 
' % 5 1 - 8 5/16 . % 
° ° 15° 2 - 0 5 7/ 8 
fil ^  ' , 
°° =4-5 6 6 1/4-
•  U  S :  V A .  •  
75 9 - 2 1/8 7b 
85 9 - 6-5/8 
°  9 0  . 9 - 8 3 / 8 . . '  
4-b 0 0 0 
10 . 1 - 3. 3/4-
0 20 2 - Z V9 " 
30 3 - 8° 1/8 
40 4- 7 1/2 ° 
50 • 5 - 6 13/16c 
60 6 - 6 0 
700 7 - 4-" 1/8 
80 8 - .0 7/8 
' 90 . o°8 - 9° 3/16 
0 100 °9 - 2 7/8" 
110 9 - 7 5/16 
0 0 — 1 
0 10 1 - 6 3/% 
20 . 2 - 11 3A 
. 30 ' ' L - 3 3/8 . 
40 5 — 6 1/2 
. ^0 6 — 8 1/16 
60 7 — 8 15/16 
70 8 - 5 3A 80° 0 9 - 2 1/8 
90 - 9 
0 
— 7 1/8' 
0 
9  <  
° 0 1.V8 ' 
10 6 .» 1 — 11 5/8 
• 20 3 - 8 1/2 
30 .5 - 3'3/8 
40 6 <* 6 7/8 
'50 S rj — 9 * 
60 s — ° 7 3/4 
•70 9 - 3 7/16 
80 • 9 9. 
•0 0 r 1 1/4- . 
. 10 ° 1 - °7 1/8 
. 20 2 - ° 8 7/8 
0 30 3 ~= ,10 1/2 
50 6 - ' 0 3/8 
60 7 - 1 3/8 70 ° 7 - 11 5/& 
8P 8 - 7 
90 .9 - 1 7/8, 
100 . 9 - 6 5/16' 
10a 9 - 9 a 
'8b . 0 0 0 * 1 13/16 
° 10 i- .7 3/16 
20 » 3 - 2 5/8 
30 • V 4- 3/8 
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XII. APPENDIX C » 
» 
o o . " 
'A. "Method of Least Sauares 
o 
O 
y = mx + k 
N E xy - Y. „ 
(Ex/ 
k _ L x°2 Z y - Z° x Z xy 
N £ x2 - ( £ x)2 
°where x and y are functional variables and' N is number of 
samples. „ . . 
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XIII. APPENDIX D 
5 
. " ' ° 
o o 
o 
A. Heat Balance Sample Calculation, 
o o 
o  °  
Run 8b -
° 1 » 0 
Steam, condensing nressure 11.65 in. Hg abs 
o  °  o  
Freon condenser w^ter inlet temperature 56.5° F 
» 
Freon condëriser water outlet temperature 9°6»0U F 
Water rate » (J.731 ftvmin. 
o o 
?q =.0.731(60) (62.22) (96. - 56.5) = 107,>9V Btu/hr 
e 
« = heat received b% water » ° 
,Condensate rate '0.0274- f0tvmin. e = 
q^ = 0,0274(60)(60.^3)(997.5) = 99,755 Btu/hr = 
Ammeter* 17 amp ° Voltmeter • 217 .v 
• 
0 
- • 
= 17(217) (3-413) = 12,591 .'Btu/hr 
°= heat supplied from Calrod heateç 0 0 ,o 
#q« ^ q« + q' = 99,75-5°+ 12,^91 = 112,346 Btu/hr 
0  O  ^  o  *  °  
% error = 11.2,,^ 2^ 34%7,79lf x 100 = 4.05# 0 0 
